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ON THE MOMENTS OF THE p2` 1q-DIMENSIONAL
DIRECTED POLYMER AND STOCHASTIC HEAT EQUATION
IN THE CRITICAL WINDOW
FRANCESCO CARAVENNA, RONGFENG SUN, AND NIKOS ZYGOURAS
Abstract. The partition function of the directed polymer model on Z2`1 undergoes a
phase transition in a suitable continuum and weak disorder limit. In this paper, we focus
on a window around the critical point. Exploiting local renewal theorems, we compute the
limiting third moment of the space-averaged partition function, showing that it is uniformly
bounded. This implies that the rescaled partition functions, viewed as a generalized random
field on R2, have non-trivial subsequential limits, and each such limit has the same explicit
covariance structure. We obtain analogous results for the stochastic heat equation on R2,
extending previous work by Bertini and Cancrini [BC98].
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1. Introduction and results
We set N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N0 :“ NYt0u. We write an „ bn to mean limnÑ8 an{bn “ 1.
We denote by CbpRdq (resp. CcpRdq) the space of continuous and bounded (resp. compactly
supported) real functions defined on Rd, with norm |φ|8 :“ supxPRd |φpxq|.
1.1. Directed polymer in random environment. One of the simplest, yet also
most interesting models of disordered system is the directed polymer model in random envi-
ronment on Zd`1, which has been the subject of the recent monograph by Comets [Com17].
Let S “ pSnqnPN0 be the simple symmetric random walk on Zd. The random environment
(or disorder) is a collection ω “ pωn,xqpn,xqPNˆZd of i.i.d. random variables. We use P and E,
resp. P and E, to denote probability and expectation for S, resp. for ω. We assume that
Erωn,xs “ 0 , Varrωn,xs “ 1 , λpβq :“ logEreβωn,xs P R for small β ą 0. (1.1)
Given ω, polymer length N P N, and inverse temperature (or disorder strength) β ą 0,
the polymer measure PβN is then defined via a Gibbs change of measure for S:
PβN pSq :“
e
řN´1
n“1 pβωn,Sn´λpβqq
ZβN
PpSq , (1.2)
where ZβN is the normalization constant, called partition function:
ZβN :“ E
”
e
řN´1
n“1 pβωn,Sn´λpβqq
ı
. (1.3)
(We stop the sum at N´1 instead of N , which is immaterial, for later notational convenience.)
Note that ZβN is a random variable, as a function of ω.
We use Pz and Ez to denote probability and expectation for the random walk starting at
S0 “ z P Zd. We denote by ZβN pzq the corresponding partition function:
ZβN pzq :“ Ez
”
e
řN´1
n“1 pβωn,Sn´λpβqq
ı
. (1.4)
We investigate the behavior as N Ñ8 of the diffusively rescaled random field!
ZβNNt
`
x
?
N
˘
: t ą 0 , x P Rd
)
, (1.5)
for suitable β “ βN , where we agree that ZβN pzq :“ ZβtNuptzuq for non-integer N, z.
In dimension d “ 1, Alberts, Khanin and Quastel [AKQ14] showed that for βN “ βˆN´1{4,
the random field (1.5) converges in distribution to the Wiener chaos solution upt, xq of the
one-dimensional stochastic heat equation (SHE)
Bupt, xq
Bt “
1
2
∆upt, xq ` βˆ 9W pt, xqupt, xq , up0, xq ” 1 , (1.6)
where 9W is space-time white noise on RˆR. The existence of such an intermediate disorder
regime is a general phenomenon among models that are so-called disorder relevant, see
[CSZ17a], and the directed polymer in dimension d “ 1 is one such example.
A natural question is whether an intermediate disorder regime also exists for the directed
polymer in dimension d “ 2. We gave an affirmative answer in [CSZ17b], although the
problem turns out to be much more subtle than d “ 1. The standard Wiener chaos approach
fails, because the model in d “ 2 is so-called marginally relevant, or critical. We will further
elaborate on this later. Let us recall the results from [CSZ17b], which provide the starting
point of this paper.
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Henceforth we focus on d “ 2, so S “ pSnqnPN0 is the simple random walk on Z2. Let
Zkeven :“ tpz1, . . . , zkq P Zk : z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zk is evenu. (1.7)
Due to periodicity, if we take S0 P Z2even, then pn, Snq P Z3even for all n P N. The transition
probability kernel of S will be denoted by
qnpxq :“ PpSn “ x |S0 “ 0q “
`
gn{2pxq ` op 1nq
˘
21tpn,xqPZ3evenu as nÑ8, (1.8)
by the local central limit theorem, where gup¨q is the standard Gaussian density on R2:
gupxq :“ 1
2piu
e´
|x|2
2u , u ą 0 , x P R2 . (1.9)
For notational convenience, we will drop the conditioning in (1.8) when the random walk
starts from zero. The multiplicative factor 2 in (1.8) is due to periodicity, while the Gaussian
density gn{2pxq is due to the fact that at time n, the walk has covariance matrix n2 I.
The overlap (expected number of encounters) of two independent simple symmetric
random walks S and S1 on Z2 is defined by
RN :“
Nÿ
n“1
PpSn “ S1nq “
Nÿ
n“1
ÿ
xPZ2
qnpxq2 “
Nÿ
n“1
q2np0q “ logN
pi
`
1` op1q˘ (1.10)
where the asymptotic behavior follows from (1.8). It was shown in [CSZ17b] that the correct
choice of the disorder strength is β “ βN “ βˆ{?RN . More precisely, denoting by W1 a
standard normal, we have the following convergence in distribution:
ZβNN
dÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
#
exp
´
σβˆW1 ´ 12σ2βˆ
¯
if βˆ ă 1
0 if βˆ ě 1 , where σ
2
βˆ
:“ log 1
1´βˆ2 . (1.11)
This establishes a weak to strong disorder phase transition in βˆ (with critical point βˆc “ 1),
similar to what was known for the directed polymer model in Zd`1 with d ě 3 [Com17]. It
was also proved in [CSZ17b, Theorem 2.13] that for βˆ ă 1, after centering and rescaling, the
random field of partition functions (1.5) converges to the solution of the SHE with additive
space-time white noise, known as Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuation. Similar results have been
recently obtained in [GRZ17] for the SHE with multiplicative noise.
The behavior at the critical point βˆ “ βˆc, i.e. βN “ 1{?RN , is quite subtle. For each
x P R2 and t ą 0, the partition function ZβNNt px
?
Nq converges to zero in distribution as
N Ñ8, by (1.11), while its expectation is identically one, see (1.4), and its second moment
diverges. This suggests that the random field x ÞÑ ZβNNt px
?
Nq becomes rough as N Ñ8,
so we should look at it as a random distribution on R2 (actually a random measure, see
below). We thus average the field in space and define
ZβNNt pφq :“
1
N
ÿ
xP 1?
N
Z2
φpxqZβNNt
`
x
?
N
˘
, for φ P CcpR2q . (1.12)
The first moment of ZβNNt pφq is easily computed by Riemann sum approximation:
lim
NÑ8E
“
ZβNNt pφq
‰ “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
xP 1?
N
Z2
φpxq “
ż
R2
φpxqdx . (1.13)
Our main result is the sharp asymptotic evaluation of the second and third moments. These
will yield important information on the convergence of the generalized random field (1.12).
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Let us first specify our choice of β “ βN . Recalling that λp¨q is the log-moment generating
function of the disorder ω, see (1.1), we fix βN such that
σ2N :“ eλp2βN q´2λpβN q ´ 1 “
NÑ8
1
RN
ˆ
1` ϑ
logN
`
1` op1q˘˙ , for some ϑ P R. (1.14)
Since λptq „ 12 t2 as t Ñ 0, we have βN „ 1{
?
RN , so we are indeed exploring a window
around the critical point βˆc “ 1. Let us recall the Euler-Mascheroni constant :
γ :“ ´
ż 8
0
e´u log udu » 0.577 . (1.15)
Remark 1.1. The asymptotic behavior in (1.10) can be refined as follows:
RN “ logNpi ` αpi ` op1q where α :“ γ ` log 16´ pi , (1.16)
see [CSZ18, Proposition 3.2]. This leads to an equivalent reformulation of (1.14):
σ2N “ pilogN
`
1` ϑ´αlogN p1` op1qq
˘
.
It is possible to express this condition in terms of βN (see [CSZ18, Appendix A.4]):
β2N “ pilogN ´ κ3 pi
3{2
plogNq3{2 `
pipϑ´αq`pi2p 3
2
κ23´ 12´ 712κ4qplogNq2
`
1` op1q˘ , (1.17)
where κ3, κ4 are the disorder cumulants, i.e. λptq “ 12 t2 ` κ33! t3 ` κ44! t4 `Opt5q as tÑ 0.
We define the following special function:
Gϑpwq :“
ż 8
0
epϑ´γqs sws´1
Γps` 1q ds , w P p0,8q . (1.18)
We now state our first result, where we compute the second moment of ZβNNt pφq.
Theorem 1.2 (Second moment). Let φ P CcpR2q, t ą 0, ϑ P R. Let βN satisfy (1.14).
Then
lim
NÑ8Var
”
ZβNNt pφq
ı
“
ż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1qKt,ϑpz ´ z1q dz dz1 , (1.19)
where the covariance kernel Kt,ϑp¨q is given by
Kt,ϑpxq :“ pi
ż
0ăuăvăt
gupxqGϑpv ´ uqdudv . (1.20)
The same covariance kernel Kt,ϑ was derived by different methods by Bertini and Cancrini
[BC98] for the 2d Stochastic Heat Equation, see Subsection 1.2. It is not difficult to see that
Kt,ϑpxq „ Ct log 1|x| , as |x| Ñ 0, (1.21)
with Ct P p0,8q, and hence the integral in (1.19) is finite.
Remark 1.3 (Scaling covariance). It is easily checked from (1.20) that for any t ą 0,
Kt,ϑpxq “ K1,ϑtpx{
?
tq with ϑt :“ ϑ` log t. (1.22)
This is also clear because we can write ZβNNt pφq “ ZβNM pφtq with M :“ Nt and φtpxq :“
t φp?txq, see (1.12), and note that βN can be expressed as βM , provided ϑ is replaced by
ϑt “ ϑ` log t (just set N equal to Nt in (1.14), and recall (1.16)).
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The starting point of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is a polynomial chaos expansion of the
partition function. The variance computation can then be cast in a renewal theory framework,
which is the cornerstone of our approach (see Subsection 1.3 for an outline). This allows us
to capture the much more challenging third moment of the field. Let us extend the function
Gϑpwq in (1.18) with a spatial component, recalling (1.9):
Gϑpw, xq :“ Gϑpwq gw{4pxq , w ą 0 , x P R2 . (1.23)
We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.4 (Third moment). Let φ P CcpR2q, t ą 0, ϑ P R. Let βN satisfy (1.14).
Then
lim
NÑ8E
”`
ZβNNt pφq ´ E
“
ZβNNt pφq
‰ ˘3ı “ ż
pR2q3
φpzqφpz1qφpz2qMt,ϑpz, z1, z2q dz dz1 dz2 ă 8 ,
(1.24)
where the kernel Mt,ϑp¨q is given by
Mt,ϑpz, z1, z2q :“
8ÿ
m“2
2m´1 pim
 Ipmqt,ϑ pz, z1, z2q ` Ipmqt,ϑ pz1, z2, zq ` Ipmqt,ϑ pz2, z, z1q( , (1.25)
with Ipmqt,ϑ p¨q defined as follows:
Ipmqt,ϑ pz, z1, z2q :“
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ă...ăamăbmăt
x1,y1,...,xm,ymPR2
d~ad~bd~x d~y ga1
2
px1 ´ zq ga1
2
px1 ´ z1q ga2
2
px2 ´ z2q
¨Gϑpb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q ga2´b1
2
px2 ´ y1qGϑpb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q
¨
mź
i“3
gai´bi´2
2
pxi ´ yi´2q gai´bi´1
2
pxi ´ yi´1qGϑpbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq .
(1.26)
The expression (1.26) reflects a key combinatorial structure which emerges from our
renewal framework. Establishing the convergence of the series in (1.25) is highly non-trivial,
which shows how delicate things become in the critical window.
We remark that relation (1.24) holds also for the mixed centered third moment with
different test functions φp1q, φp2q, φp3q P CcpR2q, with the same kernel Mt,ϑpz, z1, z2q. Note
that this kernel is invariant under any permutation of its variables, because Ipmqt,ϑ pz, z1, z2q is
symmetric in z and z1 (but not in z2, hence the need of symmetrization in (1.25)).
Let us finally come back to the convergence of the random field ZβNNt px
?
Nq of diffusively
rescaled partition functions. By averaging with respect to a test function, as in (1.12), we
regard this field as a random measure on R2. More explicitly, if we define
Z βNNt pdxq :“
1
N
ÿ
yP 1?
N
Z2
ZβNNt
`
y
?
N
˘
δypdxq , (1.27)
we can write ZβNNt pφq “
ş
R2 φpxqZ βNNt pdxq, see (1.12). Note that pZ βNNt qNPN is a sequence
of random variables taking values in MpR2q, the Polish space of locally finite measures on
R2 with the vague topology (i.e. νn Ñ ν in MpR2q if and only if
ş
φdνn Ñ
ş
φdν for any
φ P CcpR2q). We can make the following remarks.
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‚ The convergence of the first moment (1.13) implies tightness of pZ βNNt qNPN, see [K97,
Lemma 14.15]. This yields the existence of weak subsequential limits:
Z βNNt pdxq dÝÝÑ Zpdxq as N Ñ8 along a subsequence ,
where the limit Zpdxq “ Zt,ϑpdxq can in principle depend on the subsequence.
‚ The convergence of the second moment (1.19) implies uniform integrability of ZβNNt pφq.
It follows that any subsequential limit Zpdxq has mean measure given by Lebesgue
measure: E
“ ş
R2 φpxqZpdxq
‰ “ ş φpxq dx. Moreover, by (1.19) and Fatou’s Lemma,
Var
„ ż
R2
φpxqZpdxq

ď
ż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1qKt,ϑpz ´ z1qdz dz1 ă 8 . (1.28)
However, this does not rule out that the variance in (1.28) might actually vanish, in
which case the limit Zpdxq would just be the trivial Lebesgue measure.
‚ The convergence of the third moment (1.24) rules out this triviality. Indeed, (1.24)
implies that Er|ZβNNt pφq|3s ď ErZβNNt p|φ|q3s is bounded, so the squares ZβNNt pφq2 are
uniformly integrable and the inequality in (1.28) is actually an equality.
We can combine the previous considerations in the following result.
Theorem 1.5. Let t ą 0, ϑ P R. Let βN satisfy (1.14). The random measures pZ βNNt pdxqqNPN
in (1.27) admit weak subsequential limits Zt,ϑpdxq, and any such limit satisfies
E
„ ż
R2
φpxqZt,ϑpdxq

“
ż
φpxq dx (1.29)
Var
„ ż
R2
φpxqZt,ϑpdxq

“
ż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1qKt,ϑpz ´ z1q dz dz1 (1.30)
E
„ ˇˇˇˇ ż
R2
φpxqZt,ϑpdxq
ˇˇˇˇ3 
ă 8 . (1.31)
In particular, every weak subsequential limit Zt,ϑpdxq is a random measure with the same
covariance structure. It is natural to conjecture that the whole sequence pZ βNNt pdxqqNPN has
a weak limit, but this remains to be proved.
We conclude with a remark on intermittency. As the asymptotics behavior (1.21) suggests,
when we fix the starting point of the partition function instead of averaging over it, i.e. we
consider ZβNN defined in (1.3), the second moment blows up like logN . More precisely, in
[CSZ18, Proposition A.1] we have shown that as N Ñ8
E
“pZβNN q2‰ „ c plogNq , with c “ ş10 Gϑptqdt . (1.32)
This is a signature of intermittency, because it shows that E
“pZβNN q2‰ " ErZβNN s2 “ 1. It
also implies that for any q ě 2 we have the bound
E
“pZβNN qq‰ ě c1 plogNqq´1 . (1.33)
Indeed, since ErZβNN s “ 1, we can introduce the size-biased probability P˚pAq :“ Er1A ZβNN s
and note that E
“pZβNN qq‰ “ E˚“pZβNN qq´1‰ ě E˚“ZβNN ‰q´1 “ E“pZβNN q2‰q´1 by Jensen.
Remark 1.6. We formulated our results only for the directed polymer on Z2`1, but our
techniques carry through for other marginally relevant directed polymer type models, such as
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the disordered pinning model with tail exponent 1{2, and the directed polymer on Z1`1 with
Cauchy tails (see [CSZ17b]).
1.2. The 2d stochastic heat equation. An analogue of Theorem 1.2 for the
stochastic heat equation (SHE) in R2 was proved by Bertini and Cancrini in [BC98],
although they did not obtain the analogue of Theorem 1.4. We formulate these results next.
The SHE as written in (1.6) is ill-posed due to the product 9W ¨ u. To make sense of it, we
mollify the space-time white noise 9W in the space variable. Let j P C8c pR2q be a probability
density on R2 with jpxq “ jp´xq, and let
J :“ j ˚ j.
For ε ą 0, let jεpxq :“ ε´2jpx{εq. Then the space-mollified noise 9W ε is defined by 9W εpt, xq :“ş
R2 jεpx´ yq 9W pt, yqdy. We consider the mollified equation
Buε
Bt “
1
2
∆uε ` βε uε 9W ε , uεp0, xq “ 1 @x P R2 , (1.34)
which admits a unique mild solution (with Ito integration).
It was shown in [CSZ17b] that if we rescale βε :“ βˆ
b
2pi
log ε´1 , then for any fixed pt, xq P
R` ˆ R2 the mollified solution uεpt, xq converges in distribution as εÑ 0 to the same limit
as in (1.11) for the directed polymer partition function, with βˆc “ 1 being the critical point.
In [BC98], Bertini and Cancrini considered the critical window around βˆc “ 1 given by
β2ε “ 2pi
log 1ε
` %` op1qplog 1ε q2
, with % P R . (1.35)
This is comparable to our choice of βN , see (1.14) and (1.17), if we make the identification
ε2 “ 1{N (note that the third cumulant κ3 “ 0 for Gaussian random variables). In this
critical window, uεpt, xq converges to 0 in distribution, while its expectation is constant:
E
„ ż
R2
φpxquεpt, xqdx

”
ż
R2
φpxqdx . (1.36)
Bertini and Cancrini showed that when interpreted as a random distribution on R2, uεpt, ¨q
admits subsequential weak limits, and they computed the limiting covariance. This is the
analogue of our Theorem 1.2, which we now state explicitly. Let us set
uεpt, φq :“
ż
R2
φpxquεpt, xqdx , for φ P CcpR2q .
Theorem 1.7 ([BC98]). Let βε be chosen as in (1.35). Then, for any φ P CcpR2q,
lim
εÑ0`
Var
“
uεpt, φq‰ “ 2 ż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1qKt,ϑ
`
z´z1?
2
˘
dz dz1 , (1.37)
where Kt,ϑ is defined as in Theorem 1.2, with
ϑ “ log 4` 2
ż
R2
ż
R2
Jpxq log 1|x´ y| Jpyqdxdy ´ γ `
%
pi
. (1.38)
In Section 8 we provide an independent proof of Theorem 1.7, which employs the renewal
framework of this paper. Note that, by Feynman-Kac formula, the mollified solution uεpt, φq
can be interpreted as the partition function of a continuum directed polymer model.
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Remark 1.8. The covariance kernel in (1.37) coincides with the one in [BC98, eq. (3.14)],
provided we identify the parameter β in [BC98] with eϑ´γ. If we plug β “ eϑ´γ into [BC98,
eq. (2.6)], with ϑ given by (1.38), we obtain precisely (1.35).
Our renewal framework leads to analogues of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 for the SHE. For
simplicity, we content ourselves with showing that the third moment is bounded, but the
same techniques would allow to compute its sharp asymptotic behavior, as in (1.24)-(1.26).
Theorem 1.9. Follow the same assumptions and notation as in Theorem 1.7. Then
sup
εą0
E
”`
uεpt, φq ´ şR2φpxq dx˘3ı ă 8.
If uϑpt, ¨q is any subsequential weak limit in MpR2q of uεpt, ¨q as ε Ñ 0`, then uϑpt, ¨q
satisfies the analogues of (1.29)–(1.31), with Kt,ϑpz ´ z1q in (1.30) replaced by 2Kt,ϑ
`
z´z1?
2
˘
.
1.3. Outline of the proof strategy. We present the key ideas of our approach.
First we compute the second moment of the partition function, sketching the proof of
(1.32). Then we describe the combinatorial structure of the third moment, which leads to
Theorem 1.4. This illustrates how renewal theory emerges in our problem.
Second moment. We start from a polynomial chaos expansion of the partition function ZβN ,
which arises from a binomial expansion of the exponential in (1.3) (see Subsection 2.1):
ZβN “ 1 `
ÿ
kě1
ÿ
0ăn1ă...ănkďN
x1,...,xkPZ2
qn1px1q ξn1,x1 ¨ qn2´n1px2 ´ x1q ξn2,x2 ¨
¨ . . . ¨ qnk´nk´1pxk ´ xk´1q ξnk,xk ,
(1.39)
where we set ξn,x “ eβNωn,x´λpβN q ´ 1 for n P N, x P Z2. Note that ξn,x are i.i.d. with mean
zero and variance σ2 “ eλp2βq´2λpβq ´ 1, see (1.14). Then
VarrZβN s “
ÿ
kě1
pσ2qk
ÿ
0ăn1ă...ănkďN
x1,...,xkPZ2
qn1px1q2 ¨ qn2´n1px2 ´ x1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnk´nk´1pxk ´ xk´1q2
“
ÿ
kě1
pσ2qk
ÿ
0ăn1ă...ănkďN
u2n1 ¨ u2n2´n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ u2nk´nk´1 , (1.40)
where we define
u2n :“
ÿ
xPZ2
qnpxq2 “ q2np0q “ 1
pin
` O
ˆ
1
n2
˙
. (1.41)
Incidentally, (1.40) coincides with the variance of the partition function of the one-dimensional
disordered pinning model based on the simple random walk on Z [CSZ18].
The key idea is to view the series of convolutions (1.40) through the lenses of renewal
theory. The sequence u2n is not summable, but we can normalize it to a probability on
t1, . . . , Nu. We thus define a triangular array of independent random variables pT pNqi qiPN by
P
`
T
pNq
i “ n
˘ “ 1
RN
u2n 1t1ďnďNu , where RN :“
Nÿ
n“1
u2n . (1.42)
We stress that RN “ 1pi logN `Op1q is the same as in (1.10). If we fix βN satisfying (1.14),
and define the renewal process
τ
pNq
k “ T pNq1 ` . . .` T pNqk , (1.43)
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we can rewrite (1.40) for β “ βN as follows:
Var
“
ZβNN
‰ “ ÿ
kě1
`
σ2N RN
˘k
P
`
τ
pNq
k ď N
˘ “ ÿ
kě1
e
ϑ k
logN
`O
´
k
plogNq2
¯
P
`
τ
pNq
k ď N
˘
. (1.44)
This shows that Var
“
ZβNN
‰
can be interpreted as a (weighted) renewal function for τ pNqk .
The renewal process τ pNqk is investigated in [CSZ18], where we proved that pτ pNqts logNu{Nqsě0
converges in law as N Ñ 8 to a special Lévy process Y “ pYsqsě0, called the Dickman
subordinator, which admits an explicit density:
fsptq :“ PpYs P dtq
dt
“ e
´γs s ts´1
Γps` 1q for t P p0, 1q . (1.45)
Then Ppτ pNqts logNu ď Nq Ñ PpYs ď 1q “
ş1
0 fsptq dt, and by Riemann sum approximation
lim
NÑ8
Var
“
ZβNN
‰
logN
“
ż 1
0
dt
ˆż 8
0
ds eϑs fsptq
˙
“
ż 1
0
dtGϑptq ,
where Gϑp¨q is the same as in (1.18), which can now be interpreted as a renewal function for
the Lévy process Y . This completes the derivation of (1.32).
Similar arguments can be applied to the partition function ZβNN pφq averaged over the
starting point, to prove Theorem 1.2 using renewal theory.
Third moment. The proof of Theorem 1.4 is more challenging. In the second moment
computation, the spatial variables x1, . . . , xk have been summed over to get (1.40), reducing
the analysis to a one-dimensional renewal process. Such a reduction is not possible for
Theorem 1.4. In addition to the “point-to-plane” partition functions (1.3)-(1.4), it will be
important to consider point-to-point partition functions, where we also fix the endpoint SN :
ZβN p0, yq :“ E0
”
e
řN´1
n“1 pβωn,Sn´λpβqq 1tSN“yu
ı
.
We need to extend our renewal theory framework, enriching the process τ pNqk with a spatial
component SpNqk (see (2.13)-(2.14) below). This will yield the following analogue of (1.44):
σ2N E
“
ZβNM p0, yq2
‰ “ ÿ
kě1
`
σ2N RN
˘k
P
`
τ
pNq
k “M,SpNqk “ y
˘
, (1.46)
which is now a local (weighted) renewal function for the random walk pτ pNqk , SpNqk qkě0. Its
asymptotic behavior as N Ñ8 was determined in [CSZ18]:
σ2N E
“
ZβNM p0, yq2
‰ „ logN
N2
Gϑ
`
M
N ,
y?
N
˘
, (1.47)
where Gϑpt, zq, defined in (1.23), is a continuum local renewal function.
We now explain how the second moment of the point-to-point partition function (1.46)
enters in the third moment computation. We consider the partition function ZβN started at
the origin, see (1.3), but everything extends to the averaged partition function ZβN pφq.
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We compute ErpZβN ´ 1q3s using the expansion (1.39). This leads to a sum over three sets
of coordinates pnai , xai q, pnbj , xbjq, pncl , xcl q, with associated random variables ξn,x, say
ErpZβN ´ 1q3s “
ÿ
kaě1
kbě1
kcě1
ÿ
pnai ,xai qi“1,...,ka
pnbj ,xbjqj“1,...,kb
pncl ,xcl ql“1,...,kc
cN,tpnai ,xai q,pnbj ,xbjq,pncl ,xcl qu E
„ź
i,j,l
ξnai ,xai ξnbj ,xbj
ξncl ,x
c
l

, (1.48)
for suitable (explicit) coefficients cN,t...u. The basic observation is that if a coordinate, say
pnai , xai q, is distinct from all other coordinates, then it gives no contribution to (1.48), because
the random variable ξni,xi is independent of the other ξn,x’s and it has Erξni,xis “ 0. This
means that the coordinates in (1.48) have to match, necessarily in pairs or in triples.† We
will show that triple matchings can be neglected, so we restrict to pairwise matchings.
Let D Ď t1, . . . , Nu ˆ Z2 be the subset of space-time points given by the union of all
coordinates pnai , xai q, pnbj , xbjq, pncl , xcl q in (1.48). By the pairwise matching constraint, any
index pn, xq PD must appear exactly twice among the three sets of coordinates with labels
a, b, c. So we can label each index in D as either ab, bc or ac, and we say that consecutive
indexes with the same label form a stretch. This decomposition into stretches will lead to
the integral representation (1.26) for the third moment, as we now explain.
Let us write D “ tpni, xiq : i “ 1, . . . , ru and consider the case when the first stretch has,
say, label ab and length k ď r (this means that pni, xiq “ pnai , xai q “ pnbi , xbiq for i “ 1, . . . , k).
The key observation is that, if we fix the last index pnk, xkq “ pM,yq and sum over the
number k and the locations pni, xiq of previous indexes inside the stretch, then we obtain
an expression similar to (1.40), except that the last index is not summed but rather fixed
to pnk, xkq “ pM,yq (see Section 5 for the details). But this turns out to be precisely the
second moment (1.46) of the point-to-point partition function ZβM p0, yq.
In summary, when computing the third moment from (1.48), the contribution of each
stretch of pairwise matchings is given asymptotically by (1.47). This is also the case when
we consider the partition function ZβNN pφq averaged over the starting point.
We can finally explain qualitatively the structure of the kernel (1.25)-(1.26) in Theorem 1.4:
‚ the index m of the sum in (1.25) corresponds to the number of stretches;
‚ each stretch gives rise to a kernel Gϑpbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq in (1.26), by (1.47);
‚ the switch from a stretch to the following consecutive stretch gives rise to the remaining
kernels gai´bi´2
2
pxi ´ yi´2q gai´bi´1
2
pxi ´ yi´1q in (1.26).
We stress that the knowledge of precise asymptotic estimates such as (1.47) is crucial to
compute the limiting expression (1.25)-(1.26) for the third moment.
We refer to Section 5 for a more detailed exposition of the combinatorial structure in the
third moment calculation, which lies at the heart of the present paper.
1.4. Discussion. To put our results in perspective, we explain here some background.
The key background notion is disorder relevance/irrelevance. The directed polymer is an
example of a disordered system that arises as a disorder perturbation of an underlying pure
model, the random walk S in this case. A fundamental question is whether the disorder
perturbation, however small β ą 0 is, changes the qualitative behavior of the pure model as
†Note that coordinates pnαi , xαi q with the same label α P ta, b, cu are distinct, by nαi ă nαi`1, see (1.39),
hence more than triple matchings cannot occur.
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N Ñ8. If the answer is affirmative, then disorder is said to be relevant; otherwise disorder
is said to be irrelevant. For further background, see e.g. the monograph [G10].
For the directed polymer on Zd`1, the underlying random walk S is diffusive with
|SN | « N1{2, while under the polymer measure P βN , it has been shown that for d ě 3, there
exists a critical value βcpdq ą 0 such that for β ă βcpdq, |SN | « N1{2 (see e.g. [CY06]);
while for any β ą 0 in d “ 1, 2 and for β ą βcpdq in d ě 3, it is believed that |SN | " N1{2.
Thus the directed polymer model should be disorder irrelevant in d ě 3, disorder relevant in
d “ 1, while d “ 2 turns out to be the critical dimension separating disorder relevance vs
irrelevance, and disorder should be marginally relevant.
In [AKQ14], Alberts, Khanin and Quastel showed that on the intermediate disorder scale
βN “ βˆ{N1{4, the rescaled partition functions of the directed polymer on Z1`1 converges to
the solution of the 1-dimensional SHE (1.6). We note that the idea of considering polymers
with scaled temperature had already appeared in the physics literature [BD00, CDR10].
Inspired in particular by [AKQ14], we developed in [CSZ17a] a new perspective on disorder
relevance vs irrelevance (see also [CSZ16]). The heuristic is that, if a model is disorder
relevant, then under coarse graining and renormalization of space-time, the effective disorder
strength of the coarse-grained model diverges. Therefore to compensate, it should be possible
to choose the disorder strength βN Ó 0 (known as weak disorder limit) as the lattice spacing
δ :“ 1{N Ó 0 (known as continuum limit) in such a way that we obtain a continuum
disordered model. In particular, the partition function ZωN,βN should admit a non-trivial
random limit for suitable choices of βN Ó 0. In [CSZ17a], we formulated general criteria
for the partition functions of a disordered system to have non-trivial continuum and weak
disorder limits. These criteria were then verified for the disordered pinning model, a family
of (possibly long-range) directed polymer on Z1`1, and the random field perturbation of the
critical Ising model on Z2. However, the general framework developed in [CSZ17a] does not
include models where disorder is only marginally relevant, such as the directed polymer on
Z2`1, which led to our previous work [CSZ17b] and to our current work.
Disorder relevance/irrlevance is also closely linked to the classification of singular sto-
chastic partial differential equations (SPDE), such as the SHE or the KPZ equation, into
sub-critical, critical, or super-critical ones, which correspond respectively to disorder rel-
evance, marginality and disorder irrelevance. For sub-critical singular SPDEs, a general
solution theory called regularity structures has been developed in seminal work by Hairer
in [H13, H14], and alternative approaches have been developed by Gubinelli, Imkeller, and
Perkowski [GIP15], and also by Kupiainen [K14]. However, for critical singular SPDEs such
as the SHE in d “ 2, the only known results so far are: our previous work [CSZ17a], which
established a phase transition in the intermediate disorder scale βε “ βˆp2pi{ log 1ε q1{2 and
identified the limit in distribution of the solution uεpt, xq in the subcritical regime βˆ ă 1;
the work of Bertini and Cancrini [BC98], which computed the limiting covariance of the
random field uεpt, ¨q at the critical point βˆ “ 1; and our current work, which establishes the
non-triviality of subsequential weak limits of the random field at the critical point βˆ “ 1.
Let us mention some related work on the directed polymer model on the hierarchical
lattice. In particular, for the marginally relevant case, Alberts, Clark and Kocić in [ACK17]
established the existence of a phase transition, similar to [CSZ17a]. And more recently,
Clark [Cla17] computed the moments of the partition function around a critical window
for the case of bond disorder. The computations in the hierarchical lattice case employ the
independence structure inherent in hierarchical models, which is not available on Zd.
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Note added in publication. More recently, Gu, Quastel and Tsai [GQT19] proved the existence
of all moments for the 2-dimensional SHE in the critical window. They use different,
functional analytic methods inspired by Dimock and Rajeev [DR04].
1.5. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we recall the polynomial chaos
expansion for the partition functions and introduce the renewal framework, which are then
used in Section 3 to prove Theorem 1.2 on the limiting second moment of the partition
function. In Section 4, we derive a series expansion for the third moment of the averaged
point-to-point partition functions, whose terms are separated into two groups: ones with
so-called triple intersections, and ones with no triple intersection. Terms with no triple
intersection is shown in Section 5 to converge to the desired limit, while terms with triple
intersections are shown to be negligible in Section 7, using bounds developed in Section 6.
Lastly, in Section 8, we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 for the stochastic heat equation.
2. Polynomial chaos and renewal framework
In this section, we describe two key elements that form the basis of our analysis:
(1) polynomial chaos expansions, which represent the partition function as a multilinear
polynomial of modified disorder random varibles, see Subsection 2.1.
(2) a renewal theory framework, which allows to relate the second moment of the partition
function to suitable renewal functions, see Subsection 2.2.
We will use Pa,x and Ea,x to denote probability and expectation for the random walk S
starting at time a from position Sa “ x P Z2, with the subscript omitted when pa, xq “ p0, 0q.
Recalling (1.7), we define the family of point-to-point partition functions by
Zβa,bpx, yq :“ Ea,x
”
e
řb´1
n“a`1pβωn,Sn´λpβqq1tSb“yu
ı
, pa, xq, pb, yq P Z3even, a ă b . (2.1)
The original point-to-plane partition function ZβN pxq, see (1.4), can be recovered as follows:
ZβN pxq “
ÿ
yPZ2
Zβ0,N px, yq . (2.2)
We note that the point-to-plane partition function has ErZβa,bpxqs ” 1, while for the
point-to-point partition function we have
E
“
Zβa,bpx, yq
‰ “ qa,bpx, yq :“ qb´apy ´ xq , (2.3)
the transition probability kernel defined in (1.8). We will need to average the partition
functions Zβa,bpx, yq over either x or y, or both, on the diffusive scale. More precisely, we
define for N P N
ZN,βa,b px, ψq :“
ÿ
yPZ2
Zβa,bpx, yqψ
`
y?
N
˘
, ψ P CbpR2q , (2.4)
ZN,βa,b pφ, yq :“
ÿ
xPZ2
φ
`
x?
N
˘
Zβa,bpx, yq , φ P CcpR2q , (2.5)
ZN,βa,b pφ, ψq :“
1
N
ÿ
x,yPZ2
φ
`
x?
N
˘
Zβa,bpx, yqψ
`
y?
N
˘
, φ P CcpR2q , ψ P CbpR2q . (2.6)
The reason that the terminal function ψ is only required to be bounded and continuous,
while the initial function φ is compactly supported is that, we would like to include the case
ψ ” 1, which corresponds to the point-to-plane polymer partition function. On the other
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hand, the initial function φ plays the role of a test function used to average the partition
function. (In general, the fact that at least one between φ and ψ is compactly supported
ensures finiteness of the average (2.6).) Note that ZβNtpφq in (1.12) coincides with ZN,β0,Ntpφ, ψq
with ψ ” 1. From (2.3) we compute
E
“
ZN,βa,b px, ψq
‰ “ qNa,bpx, ψq :“ ÿ
yPZ2
qb´apy ´ xqψ
`
y?
N
˘
, (2.7)
E
“
ZN,βa,b pφ, yq
‰ “ qNa,bpφ, yq :“ ÿ
xPZ2
φ
`
x?
N
˘
qb´apy ´ xq, (2.8)
E
“
ZN,βa,b pφ, ψq
‰ “ qNa,bpφ, ψq :“ 1N ÿ
x,yPZ2
φ
`
x?
N
˘
qb´apy ´ xqψ
`
y?
N
˘
. (2.9)
Note that these expectations are of order 1 for a “ 0 and b “ N , because qN py ´ xq « 1{N
for x, y “ Op?Nq, see (1.8)-(1.9). This explains the normalizations in (2.4)-(2.6).
2.1. Polynomial chaos expansion. Let us start by rewriting the point-to-point
partition function from (2.1) as
Zβa,bpx, yq “ Ea,x
”
e
řb´1
n“a`1pβωn,Sn´λpβqq1tSb“yu
ı
“ Ea,x
” ź
aănăb
ź
zPZ2
epβωn,z´λpβqq1tSn“zu 1tSb“yu
ı
.
Using the fact that ex1tnPτu “ 1` pex ´ 1q1tnPτu for x P R, we can write
Zβa,bpx, yq “ Ea,x
«
b´1ź
n“a`1
ź
zPZ2
`
1` ξn,z 1tSn“zu
˘
1Sb“y
ff
,
where ξn,z :“ eβωn,z´λpβq ´ 1 .
(2.10)
The random variables ξn,z are i.i.d. with mean zero (thanks to the normalization by λpβq)
and with variance Varrξn,zs “ eλp2βq´2λpβq ´ 1. Recalling (2.3) and expanding the product,
we obtain the following polynomial chaos expansion:
Zβa,bpx, yq “ qa,bpx, yq `
ÿ
kě1
ÿ
aăn1ă...ănkăb
x1,...,xkPZ2
qa,n1px, x1q ξn1,x1 ¨
¨
" kź
j“2
qnj´1,nj pxj´1, xjq ξnj ,xj
*
qnk,bpxk, yq ,
(2.11)
with the convention that the product equals 1 when k “ 1. We have written Zβa,bpx, yq as a
multilinear polynomial of the random variables ξn,x.
Analogous expansions hold for the averaged point-to-point partition functions: by (2.6)
ZN,βa,b pφ, ψq “ qNa,bpφ, ψq `
1
N
ÿ
kě1
ÿ
aăn1ă...ănkăb
x1,...,xkPZ2
qNa,n1pφ, x1q ξn1,x1 ¨
¨
" kź
j“2
qnj´1,nj pxj´1, xjq ξnj ,xj
*
qNnk,bpxk, ψq .
(2.12)
Similar expansions hold for ZN,βa,b px, ψq and ZN,βa,b pφ, yq, without the factor 1N .
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2.2. Renewal theory framework. Given N P N, we define a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables
`pT pNqi , XpNqi q˘iPN taking values in Nˆ Z2, with marginal law
P
`pT pNqi , XpNqi q “ pn, xq˘ :“ qnpxq2RN 1t1,...,Nupnq , (2.13)
where we recall that qnpxq is defined in (1.8) and RN “ řNn“1řxPZ2 qnpxq2 is the replica
overlap, see (1.10). We then define the corresponding random walk† on Nˆ Z2`
τ
pNq
k , S
pNq
k
˘
:“
´
T
pNq
1 ` . . .` T pNqk , XpNq1 ` . . .`XpNqk
¯
, k P N . (2.14)
Note that the first component τ pNqk is the renewal process that we introduced in Subsection 1.3,
see (1.42)-(1.43).
We now describe the link with our model. We note that σ2N , see (1.14), is the variance
of the random variables ξn,x “ eβωn,x´λpβq ´ 1 which appear in (2.11). Recalling (2.1) and
(2.3), we introduce a crucial quantity UN pn, xq, that will appear repeatedly in our analysis,
which is a suitably rescaled second moment of the point-to-point partition function:
UN pn, xq :“ σ2N E
“
ZβN0,np0, xq2
‰ “ σ2N  qnpxq2 ` Var “ZβN0,np0, xq‰( , n ě 1 ,
UN p0, xq :“ δx,0 “ 1tx“0u .
(2.15)
By (2.11), we then have
UN pn, xq “ σ2N q0,np0, xq2 `
ÿ
kě1
pσ2N qk`1
ÿ
0ăn1ă...ănkăn
x1,...,xkPZ2
q0,n1p0, x1q2 ¨ (2.16)
¨
" kź
j“2
qnj´1,nj pxj´1, xjq2
*
qnk,npxk, xq2 .
Looking at (2.13)-(2.14), we have the following key probabilistic representation:
UN pn, xq “
ÿ
rě1
pλN qr P
`
τ pNqr “ n , SpNqr “ x
˘
, where λN :“ σ2N RN . (2.17)
It is also convenient to define
UN pnq :“
ÿ
xPZ2
UN pn, xq “
ÿ
rě1
pλN qr P
`
τ pNqr “ n
˘
. (2.18)
Thus UN pn, xq and UN pnq can be viewed as (exponentially weighted) local renewal functions.
We investigated the asymptotic properties of the random walk pτ pNqk , SpNqk q in [CSZ18].
In particular, introducing the rescaled process
Y pNqs :“ pY pNqs , V pNqs q :“
˜
τ
pNq
ts logNu
N
,
S
pNq
ts logNu?
N
¸
, s ě 0 , (2.19)
we proved in [CSZ18] that Y pNq converges in distribution as N Ñ8 to the Lévy process Y
on r0,8q ˆ R2 with Lévy measure
νpdt,dxq “ 1p0,1qptq
t
gt{4pxqdtdx,
†SpNq should not be confused with the random walk S in the definition of the directed polymer model.
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where gupxq is the standard Gaussian density on R2, see (1.9). Remarkably, the process Y
admits an explicit density:
fspt, xq :“ PpY s P pdt,dxqq
dtdx
“ e
´γs s ts´1
Γps` 1q gt{4pxq for t P p0, 1q , x P R
2 ,
which leads to a corresponding explicit expression for the (weighted) local renewal function
Gϑpt, xq :“
ż 8
0
eϑs fspt, xq ds “
ˆż 8
0
epϑ´γqs s ts´1
Γps` 1q ds
˙
gt{4pxq “ Gϑptq gt{4pxq ,
where the functions Gϑptq and Gϑpt, xq match with (1.18) and (1.23).
We showed in [CSZ18] that the sharp asymptotic behavior of UN pn, xq and UN pnq is
captured by the functions Gϑpn, xq and Gϑpxq. Note that for the weight λN in (2.17)-(2.18)
we can write λN “ 1` ϑlogN p1` op1qq as N Ñ8, by our assumption (1.14). Then we can
rephrase [CSZ18, Theorem 1.4 and Theorems 2.3-2.4] as follows.
Proposition 2.1. Fix βN such that (1.14) holds, for some ϑ P R. Let UN pnq be defined as
in (2.18). For any fixed δ ą 0, as N Ñ8 we have
UN pnq “ logN
N
`
Gϑ
`
n
N
˘` op1q˘ , uniformly for δN ď n ď N , (2.20)
where Gϑ is defined in (1.18). Moreover, there exists C P p0,8q such that for all N P N
UN pnq ď C logN
N
Gϑ
`
n
N
˘
, @1 ď n ď N . (2.21)
Proposition 2.2. Fix βN such that (1.14) holds, for some ϑ P R. Let UN pn, xq be defined
as in (2.16)-(2.17). For any fixed δ ą 0, as N Ñ8 we have
UN pn, xq “ logN
N2
`
Gϑ
`
n
N ,
x?
N
˘` op1q˘ 21tpn,xqPZ3evenu ,
uniformly for δN ď n ď N , |x| ď 1δ
?
N ,
(2.22)
where Gϑpt, xq is defined in (1.23). Moreover, there exists C P p0,8q such that for all N P Nÿ
xPZ2: |x|ąM?n
UN pn, xq
UN pnq ď
C
M2
, @1 ď n ď N , @M ą 0 . (2.23)
We will also need the following asymptotic behavior on Gϑptq from [CSZ18].
Proposition 2.3. For every fixed ϑ P R, we have that
Gϑptq “ 1
t plog 1t q2
` 2ϑ` op1q
t plog 1t q3
as tÑ 0 . (2.24)
It follows that there exists cϑ P p0,8q such that
Gϑptq ď Gˆϑptq :“ cϑ
t p2` log 1t q2
“ cϑ
t plog e2t q2
, @t P p0, 1s . (2.25)
By direct computation ddtGˆptq ă 0 for all t P p0, 1q, hence Gˆϑp¨q is strictly decreasing.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Recall the definition (1.9) of gtpxq. Given a bounded function φ : R2 Ñ R, we define
Φspxq :“ pφ ˚ gs{2qpxq “
ż
R2
φpx´ yq gs{2pyq dy , s ą 0 , x P R2 . (3.1)
The averaged partition function ZβNNt pφq in Theorem 1.2, see (1.12), coincides with
ZN,βN0,Nt pφ, ψq with ψ ” 1, see (2.6). By the expansion (2.12) with ψ ” 1, we obtain
VarrZβNNt pφqs “
1
N2
ÿ
kě1
pσ2N qk
ÿ
0ăn1ă...ănkăNt
x1,...,xkPZ2
qN0,n1pφ, x1q2
kź
j“2
qnj´1,nj pxj´1, xjq2. (3.2)
We isolate the term k “ 1, because given pn1, x1q “ pm,xq and pnk, xkq “ pn, yq, the sum
over k ě 2 gives ErZβNm,npx, yq2s “ UN pn´m, y ´ xq{σ2N , by (2.15)-(2.16). Therefore
VarrZβNNt pφqs “
σ2N
N2
ÿ
0ănăNt
xPZ2
qN0,npφ, xq2 ` σ
4
N
N2
ÿ
0ămănăNt
x,yPZ2
qN0,mpφ, xq2 ErZβNm,npx, yq2s
“ σ
2
N
N2
ÿ
0ănăNt
xPZ2
qN0,npφ, xq2 ` σ
2
N
N2
ÿ
0ămănăNt
xPZ2
qN0,mpφ, xq2 UN pn´mq, (3.3)
where in the second equality we summed over y P Z2 – this is the reason that only UN pn´mq
appears instead of UN pn´m, y ´ xq; recall (2.17) and (2.18).
We now let N Ñ 8. We first show that the first term in the RHS of (3.3) vanishes as
Opσ2N q “ Op 1logN q, see (1.10) and (1.14). Note that for v P p0, 1q and x P R2 we have
lim
NÑ8 q
N
0,Nvpφ,
?
Nxq “ Φvpxq , sup
mPN, zPZ2
qN0,mpφ, zq ď |φ|8 ă 8 , (3.4)
see (2.8), (1.8) and (3.1). Then, by Riemann sum approximation, we have
1
N2
ÿ
0ănăNt
xPZ2
qN0,npφ, xq2 „
NÑ8
1
N2
ÿ
0ănăNt
xPZ2
Φ n
N
`
x?
N
˘2
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
ż
p0,tqˆR2
Φvpxq2 dv dx P p0,8q .
Indeed, the approximation is uniform for Nε ă n ă Nt, with fixed ε ą 0, while the
contribution of n ď Nε is small, for ε ą 0 small, by the uniform bound in (3.4).
It remains to focus on the second term in the RHS of (3.3). By (2.20)-(2.21) and (3.4),
together with σ2N „ pilogN , see (1.14) and (1.10), another Riemann sum approximation gives
VarrZβNNt pφqs ÝÝÝÝÑNÑ8 pi
ż
0ăuăvăt
xPR2
Φupxq2Gϑpv ´ uqdudv dx , (3.5)
Integrating out x, we obtainż
R2
Φupxq2 dx “
ż
R2
ˆż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1q gu{2px´ zq gu{2px´ z1q dz dz1
˙
dx
“
ż
R2ˆR2
φpzqφpz1q gupz ´ z1qdz dz1 ,
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which plugged into (3.5) proves (1.19). 
4. Expansion for the third moment
In this section, we give an expansion for the third moment of the partition function, which
forms the basis of our proof of Theorem 1.4. We actually prove a more general version for
the averaged point-to-point partition functions, which is of independent interest.
Theorem 4.1 (Third moment, averaged point-to-point). Let t ą 0, ϑ P R and βN
satisfy (1.14). Fix a compactly supported φ P CcpR2q and a bounded ψ P CbpR2q. Then
lim
NÑ8E
”`
ZN,βN0,Nt pφ, ψq ´ E
“
ZN,βN0,Nt pφ, ψq
‰˘3ı “Mtpφ, ψq :“ 3 8ÿ
m“2
2m´1 pim Ipmqt pφ, ψq ă 8,
(4.1)
where we set Φs :“ φ ˚ gs{2 and Ψs :“ ψ ˚ gs{2, see (3.1), and define
Ipmqt pφ, ψq :“
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmăt
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPR2
Φ2a1px1qΦa2px2q ¨
¨ Gϑpb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q ga2´b1
2
px2 ´ y1qGϑpb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
gai´bi´2
2
pxi ´ yi´2q gai´bi´1
2
pxi ´ yi´1qGϑpbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq ¨
¨Ψt´bm´1pym´1qΨ2t´bmpymq d~ad~bd~x d~y .
(4.2)
We observe that Theorem 1.4 is a special case of Theorem 4.1: it suffices to take ψ ” 1
so that ZN,βN0,Nt pφ, ψq “ ZβNNt pφq, see (2.6) and (1.12), and it is easy to check that (4.1)-(4.2)
match with (1.24)-(1.26), since Ψs ” 1.
It remains to prove Theorem 4.1. This will be reduced to Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 below.
We exploit the multilinear expansion in (2.12) for the partition function, which leads to the
following representation for the centered third moment (recall (2.7)-(2.9)):
E
”`
ZN,βNs,t pφ, ψq ´ ErZN,βNs,t pφ, ψqs
˘3ı
“
ÿ
A,B,CĎts`1,...,t´1uˆZ2
|Aě1, |B|ě1, |C|ě1
1
N3
qNs,a1pφ, x1q qNs,b1pφ, y1q ¨ qNs,c1pφ, z1q ¨
¨ E
«
ξA1
|A|ź
i“2
ξAi qpAi´1, Aiq ¨ ξB1
|B|ź
j“2
ξBj qpBj´1, Bjq ¨ ξC1
|C|ź
k“2
ξCk qpCk´1, Ckq
ff
¨
¨ qNa|A|,tpx|A|, ψq qNb|B|,tpy|B|, ψq qNc|C|,tpz|C|, ψq ,
(4.3)
where we agree that A “ pA1, . . . , A|A|q with Ai “ pai, xiq P Z3even, and B, C are defined
similarly, with Bj “ pbj , yjq, Ck “ pck, zkq, and we set for short
qpAi´1, Aiq :“ qai´ai´1pxi ´ xi´1q .
(When |A| “ 1, the product ś|A|i“2 . . . equals 1, by definition, and similarly for B and C.)
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We now split the sum in (4.3) into two parts:
E
”`
ZN,βNs,t pφ, ψq ´ ErZN,βNs,t pφ, ψqs
˘3ı “MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq `MN,Ts,t pφ, ψq , (4.4)
defined as follows:
‚ MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq is the sum in (4.3) restricted to A,B,C such that A XB X C “ H,
which we call the case with no triple intersections;
‚ MN,Ts,t pφ, ψq is the sum in (4.3) restricted to A,B,C such that A X B X C ‰ H,
which we call the case with triple intersections.
These parts are analyzed in the following propositions, which together imply Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.2 (Convergence with no triple intersections). Let the assumptions of
Theorem 4.1 hold. Then
lim
NÑ8M
N,NT
0,Nt pφ, ψq “Mtpφ, ψq “ 3
8ÿ
m“2
2m´1 pim Ipmqt pφ, ψq ă 8. (4.5)
Proposition 4.3 (Triple intersections are negligible). Let the assumptions of Theo-
rem 4.1 hold. Then
lim
NÑ8M
N,T
0,Ntpφ, ψq “ 0. (4.6)
Proposition 4.2 is proved in the next section. The proof of Proposition 4.3 will be given
later, see Section 7.
5. Convergence without triple intersections
In this section, we prove Proposition 4.2 and several related results.
5.1. Proof of Proposition 4.2. We first derive a representation for MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq,
which collects the terms in the expansion (4.3) with AXB XC “ H.
Denote D :“ A Y B Y C Ă ts ` 1, . . . , t ´ 1u ˆ Z2, with D “ pD1, . . . , D|D|q and
Di “ pdi, wiq. Since Erξzs “ 0, the contributions to MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq come only from A,B,C
where the points in AYB YC pair up. In particular,
k :“ |D| “ 1
2
p|A| ` |B| ` |C|q ě 2,
and each pointDj belongs to exactly two of the three setsA,B,C, and hence we can associate
a vector ` “ p`1, . . . , `kq of labels `j P tAB, BC, ACu. Note that there is a one to one
correspondence between pA,B,Cq and pD, `q. We also recall that ξn,z “ eβNωpn,zq´λpβN q´1,
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hence σ2N “ Erξ2z s, see (1.14). From (4.3) we can then write
MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq “ 1N3
8ÿ
k“2
σ2kN
ÿ
DĎts`1,...,t´1uˆZ2
|D|“kě2
ÿ
`PtAB,BC,ACuk
qNs,a1pφ, x1q qNs,b1pφ, y1q qNs,c1pφ, z1q ¨
¨
|A|ź
i“2
qpAi´1, Aiq
|B|ź
j“2
qpBj´1, Bjq
|C|ź
m“2
qpCm´1, Cmq ¨
¨ qNa|A|,tpx|A|, ψq qNb|B|,tpy|B|, ψq qNc|C|,tpz|C|, ψq ,
(5.1)
where we agree that A,B,C are implicitly determined by pD, `q.
We now make a combinatorial observation. The sequence ` “ p`1, . . . , `kq consists of
consecutive stretches p`1, . . . , `iq, p`i`1, . . . , `jq, etc., such that the labels are constant in
each stretch and change from one stretch to the next. Any stretch, say p`p, . . . , `qq, has a
first point Dp “ pa, xq and a last point Dq “ pb, yq. Let m denote the number of stretches
and let pai, xiq and pbi, yiq, with ai ď bi, be the first and last points of the i-th stretch.
We now rewrite (5.1) by summing overm P N, pa1, b1, . . . , am, bmq, and px1, y1, . . . , xm, ymq.
The sum over the labels of ` leads to a combinatorial factor 3 ¨ 2m´1, because there are
3 choices for the label of the first stretch and two choices for the label of the following
stretches. Once we fix pa1, x1q and pb1, y1q, summing over all possible configurations inside
the first stretch then gives the factor
8ÿ
r“1
σ
2pr`1q
N
ÿ
a1“t0ăt1ă...ătr“b1
z0“x1, z1,z2,...,zr´1PZ2, zr“y1
rź
i“1
qti´1,tipzi´1, ziq2 “ σ2N UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q ,
where we recall that UN is defined in (2.15)-(2.16). A similar factor arises from each stretch,
which leads to the following crucial identity (see Figure 1):
MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq “
8ÿ
m“2
3 ¨ 2m´1IpN,mqs,t pφ, ψq, where
I
pN,mq
s,t pφ, ψq :“
σ2mN
N3
ÿ
săa1ďb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamďbmăt
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPZ2
qNs,a1pφ, x1q2 qNs,a2pφ, x2q ¨
¨ UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q qb1,a2py1, x2qUN pb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
¨
¨ qNbm´1,tpym´1, ψq qNbm,tpym, ψq2 ,
(5.2)
with the convention that
śm
i“3t. . .u “ 1 for m “ 2. Note that the sum starts with m “ 2
because in (5.1), we have |A|, |B|, |C| ě 1.
If we compare (5.2) with (4.5) and (4.2), we see that Proposition 4.2 follows from the
following result and dominated convergence. 
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pa2, x2q pb2, y2q
pa3, x3q pb3, y3q
pb1, y1q
p0, z1q
p0, z2q
pa1, x1q
p0, z3q
pa4, x4q pb4, y4q
Figure 1. Diagramatic representation of the expansion (5.2) of the
third moment. Curly lines between nodes pai, xiq and pbi, yiq have weight
UN pbi ´ xi, yi ´ xiq, coming for pairwise matchings between a single
pair of copies AB,BC or CA, while solid, curved lines between nodes
pai, xiq and pbi´1, yi´1q or between pai, xiq and pbi´2, yi´2q indicate a weight
qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiq and qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq, respectively.
Lemma 5.1. For m ě 2, let IpN,mqNt pφ, ψq :“ IpN,mq0,Nt pφ, ψq be defined as in (5.2), and let
Ipmqt pφ, ψq be defined as in (4.2). Then
lim
NÑ8 I
pN,mq
Nt pφ, ψq “ pim Ipmqt pφ, ψq @m ě 2 . (5.3)
Furthermore, for any C ą 0 we have
|IpN,mqNt pφ, ψq| ď e´Cm for all m,N sufficiently large . (5.4)
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is given later, see Subsection 5.3. We first prove the next result
on Ipmqt pφ, ψq, which will reveal a structure that will be used in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. For φ P CcpR2q, ψ P CbpR2q, and Ipmqt pφ, ψq defined as in (4.2), we have:
@ a P p0,8q ,
8ÿ
m“2
am |Ipmqt pφ, ψq| ă 8. (5.5)
5.2. Proof of Lemma 5.2. In light of Remark 1.3, we may assume t “ 1. Recall that
Ipmqpφ, ψq :“ Ipmq1 pφ, ψq :“
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmă1
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPR2
Φ2a1px1qΦa2px2q ¨
¨ Gϑpb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q ga2´b1
2
px2 ´ y1qGϑpb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
gai´bi´2
2
pxi ´ yi´2q gai´bi´1
2
pxi ´ yi´1qGϑpbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq ¨
¨ Ψ1´bm´1pym´1qΨ21´bmpymq d~ad~bd~x d~y,
(5.6)
where Gϑpt, xq :“ Gϑptqgt{4pxq, with gt{4pxq being the heat kernel, see (1.9), and Gϑ defined
in (1.18). We also recall that Φapxq :“ pφ ˚ ga{2qpxq,Ψ1´bpyq “ pΨ ˚ gp1´bq{2qpyq.
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Note that we obtain an upper bound if we replace φ by |φ|, so we may assume that φ ě 0.
Similarly, we may replace ψ by the constant |ψ|8, and we take |ψ|8 ď 1 for simplicity. We
thus bound Ipmqpφ, ψq ď Ipmqpφ, 1q, with φ ě 0, and we focus on Ipmqpφ, 1q.
We first show that, by integrating out the space variables, we can bound
Ipmqpφ, 1q ď Cφ J pmq, where Cφ :“ |φ|28
ż
R2
φpzq dz , and
J pmq :“
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ă...ăamăbmă1
Gϑpb1 ´ a1qGϑpb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
Gϑpbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q d~ad~b .
(5.7)
Note that in (5.6) we have Ψ ” 1 (by ψ ” 1) and ym appears only in Gϑpbm´ am, ym´xmq.
Then we can integrate out ym P R2 to obtainż
R2
Gϑpbm ´ am, ym ´ xmq dym “ Gϑpbm ´ amq.
We are then left with two factors containing xm, and the corresponding integral isż
R2
gam´bm´1
2
pxm ´ ym´1q gam´bm´2
2
pxm ´ ym´2qdxm “ g 2am´bm´1´bm´2
2
pym´1 ´ ym´2q
ď g 2am´bm´1´bm´2
2
p0q “ 1
pip2am ´ bm´1 ´ bm´2q ď
1
2pi
1apam ´ bm´1qpam ´ bm´2q ,
having used αβ ď 12pα2 ` β2q in the last inequality.
We now iterate. Integrating out each yi, for i ě 2, replaces Gϑpbi´ai, yi´xiq by Gϑpbi´aiq,
while integrating out each xi, for i ě 3, replaces gai´bi´2
2
pxi ´ yi´2q gai´bi´1
2
pxi ´ yi´1q by
p2piapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2qq´1. This leads to
Ipmqpφ, 1q ď 1p2piqm´2
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmă1
x1,y1,x2PR2
d~a d~b dx1 dy1 dx2
Φ2a1px1qΦa2px2q g b1´a1
4
py1 ´ x1q ga2´b1
2
px2 ´ y1q ¨
¨ Gϑpb1 ´ a1qGϑpb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
Gϑpbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q .
(5.8)
We finally bound Φa2px2q ď |φ|8, see (3.1), then perform the integrals over x2 and y1, which
both give 1, and note that
ş
R2 Φa1px1q2 dx1 ď |φ|8
ş
R2 φpzqdz, which yields (5.7).
We can now bound the quantity in Lemma 5.2 using (5.7), to get
8ÿ
m“2
am|Ipmqt pφ, ψq| ď p2piq2Cφ
8ÿ
m“2
´ a
2pi
¯m
J pmq . (5.9)
It remains to show that J pmq decay super-exponentially fast. For any λ ą 0, we have
J pmq ď eλ
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ă...ăamăbmă1
e´λb1Gϑpb1 ´ a1qe´λpb2´b1qGϑpb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
e´λpbi´bi´1qGϑpbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q d~ad~b.
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Denote ui :“ ai ´ bi´1 and vi :“ bi ´ ai for 1 ď i ď m, where b0 :“ 0. Then observe that
ai ´ bi´2 “ ui´1 ` vi´1 ` ui ě ui´1 ` ui. Since bi ´ bi´1 ě vi, we can bound J pmq by
J pmq ď eλ
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
ui,viPp0,1qřm
i“1pui`viqă1
#
mź
i“1
e´λviGϑpviq
+#
mź
i“3
1apui´1 ` uiqui
+
d~ud~v
ď eλ
ˆż 1
0
e´λv Gϑpvq dv
˙m ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
u2,...,umPp0,1q
mź
i“3
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
d~u
ď eλ
ˆż 1
0
e´λv Gˆϑpvq dv
˙m ż 1
0
φpm´2qpu2q du2,
(5.10)
where in the last inequality we have bounded Gϑp¨q ď Gˆϑp¨q, see (2.25), and we define
φp0qpuq :“ 1 , and φpkqpuq :“
ż 1
0
1a
sps` uq φ
pk´1qpsqds , @k P N . (5.11)
We will show the following results.
Lemma 5.3. There is a constant cϑ ă 8 such that for every λ ě 1ż 1
0
e´λv Gˆϑpvq dv ď Cλ :“ cϑ
2` log λ . (5.12)
Lemma 5.4. For all k P N, the function φpkqp¨q is decreasing on p0, 1q and satisfies
φpkqpvq ď 32k
kÿ
i“0
1
i!
ˆ
1
2
log
e2
v
˙i
ď 32k e?
v
, @v P p0, 1q . (5.13)
With Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, it follows from (5.10) that
J pmq ď eλCmλ 32m´2
ż 1
0
e?
v
dv ď eλCmλ 32m´2 2e ď eλ p32Cλqm . (5.14)
If we choose λ “ m, then by (5.9) and the definition (5.12) of Cλ we get
8ÿ
m“2
am |Ipmqt pφ, ψq| ď Cφ
8ÿ
m“2
amJ pmq ď Cφ
8ÿ
m“2
ˆ
32 a e cϑ
2` logm
˙m
ă 8 , (5.15)
which concludes the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
It remains to prove Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Recall that Gˆϑp¨q is defined in (2.25) and it is decreasing. Thenż 1
1
λ
e´λv Gˆϑpvqdv ď Gˆϑp 1λq
ż 8
1
λ
e´λv dv “ Gˆϑp 1λq
e´1
λ
ď e´1
ż 1
λ
0
Gˆϑpvqdv ,
hence ż 1
0
e´λv Gˆϑpvqdv ď p1` e´1q
ż 1
λ
0
Gˆϑpvqdv “ p1` e
´1q cϑ
2` log λ ď
2 cϑ
2` log λ . (5.16)
We have proved that (5.12) holds, provided we chose cϑ :“ 2 cϑ. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.4. The second inequality in (5.13) follows from
řk
i“0 x
i
i! ď ex.
Let us prove the first inequality in (5.13). Recall the definition (5.11) of φpkq. Then
φp1qpvq “
ż 1
0
dsa
sps` vq “
ż 1
v
0
dza
zpz ` 1q ď
ż 1
0
dz?
z
`
ż 1
v
1
dz
z
“ 2` log 1
v
. (5.17)
To iterate this argument and bound φpkq, we claim that
φpkqpvq ď
kÿ
i“0
ck,i
2i i!
ˆ
log
e2
v
˙i
@v P p0, 1q , (5.18)
for suitable choices of the coefficients ck,i. For k “ 1, we see from (5.17) that
c1,0 “ 0 , c1,1 “ 2 . (5.19)
Inductively, we assume that (5.18) holds for k ´ 1 and we will deduce it for k. Note that
plugging (5.18) for k ´ 1 into (5.11) gives
φpkqpvq ď
k´1ÿ
j“0
ck´1,j
2j j!
ż 1
0
`
log e
2
s
˘ja
sps` vq ds . (5.20)
To identify ck,i for 0 ď i ď k, we need the following Lemma, proved later.
Lemma 5.5. For all k P N0, we haveż 1
0
`
log e
2
s
˘ka
sps` vq ds ď 2
k`1k!
k`1ÿ
i“0
`
log e
2
v
˘i
2i i!
@v P p0, 1q . (5.21)
If we plug (5.21) with k “ j into (5.20) we get that, for all v P p0, 1q,
φpkqpvq ď
k´1ÿ
j“0
ck´1,j
2j j!
#
2j`1 j!
j`1ÿ
i“0
`
log e
2
v
˘i
2i i!
+
“
kÿ
i“0
1
2i i!
˜
2
k´1ÿ
j“pi´1q`
ck´1,j
¸`
log e
2
v
˘i
.
This shows that (5.18) indeed holds, with
ck,i “ 2
k´1ÿ
j“pi´1q`
ck´1,j . (5.22)
We have the following combinatorial bound on the coefficients ck,i, which we prove later by
comparing with the number of paths for a suitable random walk.
Lemma 5.6. For every k P N and i P t0, . . . , ku we have ck,i ď 32k.
Plugging this bound into (5.18) we obtain, for all k P N and v P p0, 1q,
φpkqpvq ď 32k
kÿ
i“0
1
i!
ˆ
1
2
log
e2
v
˙i
, (5.23)
which is the first inequality in (5.13). This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
It remains to prove Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6.
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Proof of Lemma 5.5. By a change of variable s “ vz,ż 1
0
`
log e
2
s
˘ka
sps` vq ds “
ż 1
v
0
`
log e
2
vz
˘ka
zpz ` 1q dz ď
ż 1
0
`
log e
2
vz
˘k
?
z
dzloooooooomoooooooon
A
`
ż 1
v
1
`
log e
2
vz
˘k
z
dzlooooooooomooooooooon
B
. (5.24)
Let us look at B: the change of variable z “ vα´1, with α P p0, 1q, gives
B “
ż 1
0
`
log e
2
vα
˘k
vα´1 v
α´1 log 1v dα “ log 1v
ż 1
0
`
2` α log 1v
˘k
dα ď 1k`1
`
log e
2
v
˘k`1
.
We now look at A: the change of variable z “ x e2{v, with x P p0, v
e2
q, followed by x “ e´2y,
with y P p12 log e
2
v ,8q, yields
A “ e?
v
ż v
e2
0
`
log 1x
˘k
?
x
dx “ e?
v
ż 8
1
2
log e
2
v
p2yqk
e´y 2 e
´2y dy “ e 2
k`1
?
v
ż 8
1
2
log e
2
v
yk e´y dy .
Let pN tqtě0 be a Poisson process with intensity one, and let pXiqiě1 denote its jump sizes,
which are i.i.d. exponential variables with parameter one. For all t ě 0 we can writeż 8
t
yk e´y dy “ Γpk ` 1qP
ˆ kÿ
i“1
Xi ě t
˙
“ Γpk ` 1q P`N t ď k˘ “ e´t kÿ
i“0
k!
i!
ti . (5.25)
Choosing t “ 12 log e
2
v , it follows that
A “ e 2
k`1
?
v
e´
1
2
log e
2
v
kÿ
i“0
k!
i!
`
1
2 log
e2
v
˘i “ kÿ
i“0
k!
i!
2k`1´i
`
log e
2
v
˘i
. (5.26)
We have thus shown that
A`B “
k`1ÿ
i“0
k!
i!
2k`1´i
`
log e
2
v
˘i
,
which coincides with the RHS of (5.21). 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. We iterate the recursion relation (5.22), to get
ck,i “ 2
k´1ÿ
jk´1“pi´1q`
ck´1,jk´1 “ 4
k´1ÿ
jk´1“pi´1q`
k´2ÿ
jk´2“pjk´1´1q`
ck´2,jk´2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨
“ 2k´1
k´1ÿ
jk´1“pi´1q`
k´2ÿ
jk´2“pjk´1´1q`
. . .
2ÿ
j2“pj3´1q`
1ÿ
j1“pj2´1q`
c1,j1 .
(5.27)
Since c1,1 “ 2 and c1,0 “ 0, see (5.19), we can restrict to j1 “ 1. Also observe that
ji ě pji`1 ´ 1q` if and only if ji ě 0 and ji`1 ď ji ` 1 ,
hence we can reverse the order of the sums in (5.27) and write
ck,i “ 2k
ˇˇSkpiqˇˇ , (5.28)
where |Skpiq| denotes the cardinality of the set
Skpiq :“
 pj1, . . . , jkq P Nk0 : j1 “ 1, jk “ i, jn`1 ď jn ` 1 @n “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1( . (5.29)
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In words, Skpiq is the set of non-negative integer-valued paths pj1, . . . , jkq that start from
j1 “ 1, arrive at jk “ i, and can make upward jumps of size at most 1, while the downward
jumps can be of arbitrary size (with the constraint that the path is non-negative).
To complete the proof, it remains to show that
|Skpiq| ď 16k .
We define a correspondence which associates to any path j “ pj1, . . . , jkq P Skpiq a nearest
neighbor path ` “ p`1, . . . , `nq, with length n “ npjq P tk, . . . , 2ku, with increments in
t´1, 0, 0˚,`1u, where by 0˚ we mean an increment of size 0 with an extra label “˚” (that
will be useful to get an injective map). The correspondence is simple: whenever the path j
has a downward jump (which can be of arbitrary size), we transform it into a sequence of
downward jumps of size 1, followed by a jump of size 0˚.
Note that if m “ mpjq denotes the number of downward jumps in the path j, then the
new path ` “ p`1, . . . , `nq has length
n “ npjq “ k ` pσ1 ` . . .` σmq ,
where σi is the size of the i-th downward jump of j. The total size of downward jumps is
pσ1 ` . . .` σmq “ ∆´pjq :“
k´1ÿ
i“1
pji`1 ´ jiq´ .
Defining ∆`pjq :“ řk´1i“1 pji`1 ´ jiq`, we have
∆`pjq ´∆´pjq “ jk ´ j1 “ i´ 1 .
However ∆`pjq ď k ´ 1, because the upward jumps are of size at most 1, hence
∆´pjq ď pk ´ 1q ´ pi´ 1q ď k ,
which shows that n “ npjq ď 2k, as we claimed.
Note that the correspondence j ÞÑ ` is injective: the original path j can be reconstructed
from `, thanks to the labeled increments 0˚, which distinguishes consecutive downward jumps
from a single downward jump with the same total length. Since the path ` “ p`1, . . . , `nq
has n´ 1 increments, each of which takes four possible values, we get the desired estimate:
ˇˇSkpiqˇˇ ď 2kÿ
n“k
4n´1 ď
2kÿ
n“1
4n´1 “ 16
k ´ 1
3
ď 16k . 
5.3. Proof of Lemma 5.1. We follow the same strategy as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.
We first prove the exponential bound (5.4). We recall that IpN,mqNt pφ, ψq :“ IpN,mq0,Nt pφ, ψq,
see (5.2). We may take t “ 1, φ ě 0, and ψ ” 1, so that the last terms in (5.2) are
qNbm´1,tpym´1, ψq ” 1, qNbm,tpym, ψq ” 1. We can thus rewrite (5.2) as follows:
I
pN,mq
N pφ, 1q :“
σ2mN
N3
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamďbmăN
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPZ2
qN0,a1pφ, x1q2 qN0,a2pφ, x2q ¨
¨ UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q qb1,a2py1, x2qUN pb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
.
(5.30)
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Similar to (5.7), we first prove the following bound:
I
pN,mq
N pφ, 1q ď Cφ J pN,mq , where (5.31)
J pN,mq :“ cm σ
2m
N
N2
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ă...
...ăamďbmăN
UN pb1 ´ a1qUN pb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
UN pbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q ,
for suitable constants Cφ, c ă 8. We first note that ym appears in (5.30) only in the term
UN pbm ´ am, ym ´ xmq and hence we can sum it out asÿ
ymPZ2
UN pbm ´ am, ym ´ xmq “: UN pbm ´ amq. (5.32)
We next sum over xm: since qs,tpx, yq ď supz qt´spzq ď ct´s , see (2.3) and (1.8), we haveÿ
xmPZ2
qbm´1,ampym´1, xmq qbm´2,ampym´2, xmq ď sup
x,yPZ2
qbm´2,ampy, xq
ď cpam ´ bm´2q ď
capam ´ bm´1qpam ´ bm´2q .
(5.33)
We can now iterate, integrating out yi for i ě 2 and xi for i ě 3, to obtain
I
pN,mq
N pφ, 1q ď
cm´2σ2mN
N3
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ăa2¨¨¨ăamďbmăN
ÿ
x1,x2,y1PZ2
qN0,a1pφ, x1q2 qN0,a2pφ, x2q (5.34)
¨ UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q qb1,a2py1, x2qUN pb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
UN pbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q .
After bounding qN0,a2pφ, x2q ď |φ|8, see (2.8), the sum over x2 gives 1, because qb1,a2py1, ¨q is
a probability kernel. Then the sum over y1 gives UN pb1 ´ a1q. Finally, the sum over x1 givesÿ
x1PZ2
qN0,a1pφ, x1q2 ď |φ|8
ÿ
x1PZ2
qN0,a1pφ, x1q “ |φ|8
ÿ
zPZ2
φ
`
z?
N
˘ ď cφN (5.35)
for a suitable cφ ă 8, because φ has compact support. This completes the proof of (5.31).
Next we bound J pN,mq in (5.31), similarly to the continuum analogue (5.10). Namely, we
denote ui “ ai ´ bi´1 and vi :“ bi ´ ai for 1 ď i ď m, with b0 :“ 0, we insert the factor
eλ
śm
i“1 e´λp
vi
N
q ą 1, and then we use ai ´ bi´2 ě ui´1 ` ui to obtain the bound
J pN,mq ď eλ cm
˜
σ2N
Nÿ
v“0
e´λ
v
N UN pvq
¸m#
1
N2
ÿ
1ďu1,...,umďN
mź
i“3
1a
uipui´1 ` uiq
+
. (5.36)
Note that σ2N ď c1logN , see (1.14), and UN puq ď c2 p1tu“0u ` logNN Gˆϑp uN qq, see (2.21) and
(2.25). Since Gˆϑp¨q is decreasing, we can bound the Riemann sum by the integral and get
σ2N
Nÿ
v“0
e´λ
v
N UN pvq ď c1c2
logN
˜
1` logN
N
Nÿ
v“1
e´λ
v
N Gˆϑ
`
v
N
˘¸
ď c1c2
logN
ˆ
1` logN
ż 1
0
e´λv Gˆϑpvq dv
˙
ď c1c2
ˆ
1
logN
` Cλ
˙
,
(5.37)
where in the last inequality we have applied (5.12).
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The multiple sum over the ui’s in (5.36) is bounded by the iterated integral in (5.10), by
monotonicity (note that if we replace ui by Nui, with ui P 1NZ X p0, 1q, then we get the
correct prefactor 1{Nm, thanks to the term 1{N2 in (5.36)). Then
J pN,mq ď eλ cm ` 1logN ` Cλ˘m ż 1
0
φpm´2qpuqdu ď eλ p32 cqm ` 1logN ` Cλ˘m , (5.38)
because the integral is at most 32m, by (5.13) (see also (5.14)). Since Cλ “ cϑ2`log λ , see
(5.12), if we choose λ and N large enough, then it is clear by (5.38) that J pN,mq decays
faster than any exponential in m. This proves (5.4).
We next prove (5.3), for simplicity with t “ 1. This is easily guessed because IpN,mq1 pφ, ψq
(see (5.2)) is close to a Riemann sum for pimIpmq1 pφ, ψq (see (4.2)), by the asymptotic relations
σ2N „ pilogN , q
N
0,apφ, xq „ Φ aN
`
x?
N
˘
, qNb,1py, ψq „ Ψ1´ b
N
`
y?
N
˘
, (5.39)
qb,apy, xq „ 1
N
ga´b
N
`
x´y?
N
˘
, UN pb´ a, y ´ xq „ logN
N2
Gϑ
`
b´a
N ,
y´x?
N
˘
, (5.40)
see (1.10), (1.14), (3.4) and (1.8), (2.22).† We stress that plugging (5.39)-(5.40) into (5.2)
we obtain the correct prefactor 1{N2m, thanks to the extra term 1{N3 in (5.2).
To justify the replacements (5.39)-(5.40), we proceed by approximations. Henceforth
m ě 2 is fixed. We define Ipmq,pεq1 pφ, ψq by restricting the integral in (4.2) to the set 
ai ´ bi´1 ě ε @1 ď i ď m` 1 , bi ´ ai ě ε @1 ď i ď m
(
, (5.41)
where b0 :“ 0 and am`1 :“ 1. Note that Ipmq1 pφ, ψq ´ Ipmq,pεq1 pφ, ψq is small, if we choose
ε ą 0 small, simply because the integrated integral Ipmq1 pφ, ψq is finite.
We similarly define IpN,mq,pεqN pφ, ψq by restricting the sum in (5.2) to the set 
ai ´ bi´1 ě εN @1 ď i ď m` 1 , bi ´ ai ě εN @1 ď i ď m
(
, (5.42)
where b0 :“ 0 and am`1 :“ N . The difference IpN,mqN pφ, ψq ´ IpN,mq,pεqN pφ, ψq is bounded by
the sum in (5.31) restricted to the complementary set of (5.42). By the uniform bound
(2.21), this sum is bounded by the integral in (5.7) restricted to the complementary set of
(5.41). Then IpN,mqN pφ, ψq ´ IpN,mq,pεqN pφ, ψq is small, uniformly in large N , for ε ą 0 small.
As a consequence, to prove (5.3) it suffices to show that
lim
NÑ8 I
pN,mq,pεq
N pφ, ψq “ pim Ipmq,pεq1 pφ, ψq for each ε ą 0.
We next make a second approximation. For large M ą 0, we define Ipmq,pε,Mq1 pφ, ψq by
further restricting the integral in (4.2) to the bounded set |x1| ďM, |yi ´ xi| ďMabi ´ ai @1 ď i ď m,
|xi ´ yi´1| ďM
a
ai ´ bi´1 @ 2 ď i ď m
(
.
(5.43)
We similarly define IpN,mq,pε,MqN pφ, ψq, by further restricting the sum in (5.2) to the set |x1| ďM?N, |yi ´ xi| ďMabi ´ ai @1 ď i ď m,
|xi ´ yi´1| ďM
a
ai ´ bi´1 @ 2 ď i ď m
(
.
(5.44)
†For simplicity, in relations (5.40) we have omitted the “periodicity correction” 21tpn,xqPZ3evenu, see (1.8)
and (2.22), because this disappears upon summation.
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Clearly, limMÑ8 Ipmq,pε,Mq1 pφ, ψq “ Ipmq,pεq1 pφ, ψq. We claim that, analogously,
lim
MÑ8 lim supNÑ8
ˇˇ
I
pN,mq,pε,Mq
N pφ, ψq ´ IpN,mq,pεqN pφ, ψq
ˇˇ “ 0 . (5.45)
Then we can complete the proof of Lemma 5.1: the asymptotic relations (5.39) and (5.40)
hold uniformly on the restricted sets (5.42) and (5.44), so by dominated convergence
for every ε ą 0 , M ă 8 : lim
NÑ8 I
pN,mq,pε,Mq
N pφ, ψq “ pim Ipmq,pε,Mq1 pφ, ψq .
It remains to prove (5.45). We can upper bound the difference in (5.45) as in (5.31)-(5.34):
we sum out the spatial variables recursively, starting from ym, then xm, then ym´1, etc.
‚ When we sum out ym, if |ym´ xm| ąM?bm ´ am, then by (5.32) and (2.23) we pick
up at most a fraction δpMq ď C{M2 of the upper bound in (5.34). The same applies
when we sum out yi for 2 ď i ď m´ 1, if |yi ´ xi| ąM?bi ´ ai.
‚ When we sum out xm, if |xm ´ ym´1| ą M
a
am ´ bm´1, then we restrict the sum
in (5.33) accordingly, and we pick up again at most a fraction δpMq ď 1{M2 of the
upper bound in (5.34), simply because
ř
|x|ąM?n qnpxq “ Pp|Sn| ą M
?
nq ď 1{M2.
The same applies when we sum out xi for 3 ď i ď m´ 1.
‚ The same argument applies to the sums over x2 and y1, see the lines following (5.34).
‚ For the last sum over x1, if |x1| ąM
?
N , by (2.8) and the fact that φ has compact
support, we pick up at most a fraction δpMq “ Op1{M2q of the sum (5.35).
Since for fixed m, there are only finitely many cases that violate (5.44), while δpMq Ñ 0 as
M Ñ8, then (5.45) follows readily. 
6. Further bounds without triple intersections
We recall that the centered third moment E
“`
ZN,βNs,t pφ, ψq ´ ErZN,βNs,t pφ, ψqs
˘3‰ of the
partition function averaged over both endpoints admits the expansion (4.3). We then denoted
by MN,NTs,t pφ, ψq the contribution to (4.3) coming from no triple intersecitons, see (4.4).
We now consider the partition functions ZN,βNs,t pw,ψq, ZN,βNs,t pφ, zq averaged over one
endpoint, see (2.4), (2.5), and also the point-to-point partition function ZβNs,t pw, zq, see (2.1)
(we sometimes write ZN,βNs,t pw, zq, even though it carries no explicit dependence on N).
The centered third moment E
“`
ZN,βNs,t p˚, :q ´ ErZN,βNs,t p˚, :qs
˘3‰ for ˚ P tφ,wu, : P tψ, zu
can be written as in (4.3), starting from the polynomial chaos expansions (2.11)-(2.12). In
analogy with (4.4), we decompose
E
“`
ZN,βNs,t p˚, :q ´ ErZN,βNs,t p˚, :qs
˘3‰ “MN,NTs,t p˚, :q `MN,Ts,t p˚, :q , (6.1)
whereMN,Ts,t p˚, :q andMN,NTs,t p˚, :q are the contributions with and without triple intersections.
In this section we prove the following bounds, which will be used to prove Proposition 4.3.
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Lemma 6.1 (Bounds without triple intersections). Let φ P CcpR2q, ψ P CbpR2q and
w, z P Z2. For any ε ą 0, as N Ñ8, we have
MN,NT0,N pw,ψq “ OpN εq , (6.2)ÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a pw, zq “ Op1q , (6.3)ÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a pφ, zq “ OpN
5
2
`εq . (6.4)
We prove relations (6.2)–(6.4) separately below. For the quantity MN,NTs,t p˚, :q, when both
arguments ˚, : are functions, we derived the representation (5.2). Analogous representations
hold when one of the arguments ˚, : is a point. For instance, in the point-to-point case:
MN,NTs,t pw, zq “
8ÿ
m“2
3 ¨ 2m´1 IpN,mqs,t pw, zq, where
I
pN,mq
s,t pw, zq :“ σ2mN
ÿ
săa1ďb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamďbmăt
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPZ2
qs,a1pw, x1q2 qs,a2pw, x2q ¨
¨ UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q qb1,a2py1, x2qUN pb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
¨
¨ qbm´1,tpym´1, zq qbm,tpym, zq2 .
(6.5)
Note that in contrast to (5.2) there is no factor N´3, because the definition of ZβNs,t pw, zq,
unlike ZN,βNs,t pφ, ψq, contains no such factor, cf. (2.1) and (2.6).
The identity (6.5) holds also for MN,NTs,t pφ, zq (replace qs,aipw, xiq by qNs,aipφ, xiq, i “ 1, 2)
and for MN,NTs,t pw,ψq (replace qbi,tpyi, zq by qNbi,tpyi, ψq, i “ m´ 1,m).
Proof of (6.2). To estimate IpN,mq0,N pw,ψq, we replace ψ by the constant |ψ|8, and we take
|ψ|8 ď 1. We then focus on IpN,mq0,N pw, 1q, and we can set w “ 0, by translation invariance.
By the analogue of (6.5) (note that qNbi,tpyi, ψq ” 1 for ψ ” 1), we get
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď σ2mN
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamďbmăN
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPZ2
qa1px1q2UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q ¨
¨
mź
i“2
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
,
(6.6)
where we stress that the product starts from i “ 2 and we set b0 :“ 0 and y0 :“ 0. By the
definition of UN in (2.15)-(2.16), we have the following identity, for fixed b1 P N, y1 P Z2:
σ2N
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1, x1PZ2
qa1px1q2 UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1q “ UN pb1, y1q. (6.7)
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Therefore we can rewrite (6.6) as
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď σ2pm´1qN
ÿ
0ăb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamďbmăN
y1,x2,y2,...,xm,ymPZ2
UN pb1, y1q ¨
¨
mź
i“2
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
.
(6.8)
We now sum out the spatial variables ym, xm, . . . , y2, x2, y1, arguing as in (5.32)-(5.33),
to get the following upper bound, analogous to (5.31), for a suitable c ă 8:
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď cm σ2pm´1qN
ÿ
0ăb1ăa2ďb2ă...
...ăamďbmăN
UN pb1q
mź
i“2
UN pbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q . (6.9)
Then we set ui :“ ai´bi´1, vi :“ bi´ai for 2 ď i ď m, and we rename u1 :“ b1. This allows
to bound ai´ bi´2 ě ui` ui´1 for all i ě 2 (including i “ 2, since ai´ bi´2 “ a2 ě u2` b1).
Then, for λ ą 0, we insert the factor eλśmi“2 e´λp viN q ą 1 and we estimate, as in (5.36),
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď eλ cm
˜
σ2N
Nÿ
v“0
e´λ
v
N UN pvq
¸m´1
¨
¨
#
Nÿ
u1“1
UN pu1q
ÿ
0ău2,...,umăN
mź
i“2
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
+
.
(6.10)
The first parenthesis is ď c` 1logN `Cλ˘, see (5.37). Then we replace ui by Nui, with ui P 1NZ,
and bound Riemann sums by integrals, by monotonicity. This yields (for a possibly larger c)
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď eλ cm
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘m´1 ¨
¨
# ÿ
u1P 1N Z
1
N
ďu1ď1
UN pNu1q
ż
0ău2,...,umă1
mź
i“2
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
d~u
+
. (6.11)
The integral equals φpm´1qpu1q, see (5.11). We bound UN pNu1q ď c2 logNN Gˆϑpu1q by (2.21)
and (2.25), since u1 ą 0. Recalling that φpm´1qp¨q is decreasing, we get
I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď eλ cm
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘m´1# logN
N
ÿ
u1P 1N Z
0ău1ă1
Gˆϑpu1q
+
φpm´1qp 1N q
ď eλ cm ` 1logN ` Cλ˘m´1 plogNqCλ φpm´1qp 1N q ,
(6.12)
where for the last inequality, recalling that Gˆϑp¨q is decreasing, we bounded the Riemann
sum in brackets by the integral
ş1
0 Gˆϑpu1qdu1 ď Cλ, see (5.12).
Putting together (6.5) and (6.12), we can finally estimate
MN,NT0,N pw,ψq ď 3
ÿ
mě2
2m I
pN,mq
0,N pw,ψq ď 3eλ plogNq
ÿ
mě2
“
2c
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘‰m
φpm´1qp 1N q ,
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and using the first inequality in (5.13) we obtain
MN,NT0,N pw,ψq ď 3eλ plogNq
ÿ
mě2
“
64c
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘‰m mÿ
i“0
1
i!
`
1
2 logpe2Nq
˘i
ď 3eλ plogNq
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
`
1
2 logpe2Nq
˘i ÿ
měi
“
64c
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘‰m
“ 3eλ
1´r64c p 1
logN
`Cλqs plogNq
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
´
32c
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘
logpe2Nq
¯i
“ 3eλ
1´r64c p 1
logN
`Cλqs plogNq
`
e2N
˘32c p 1
logN
`Cλq .
Since limλÑ8Cλ “ 0, see (5.12), given ε ą 0 we can fix λ large so that 32cCλ ă ε2 . Then
for large N the exponent of pe2Nq in the last term is ă ε, which proves (6.2). 
Proof of (6.3). From the first line of (6.5) we can writeÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a pw, zq “
ÿ
mě2
3 ¨ 2m´1
ÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq (6.13)
To estimate
ř
1ďaďN
ř
zPZ2 I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq, we use the representation (6.5) with s “ 0 and
t “ a. We may also set w “ 0 (by translation invariance). We first perform the sum over a1
and bm, using (6.7) and the symmetric relation
σ2N
ÿ
amďbmăa, ymPZ2
UN pbm ´ am, ym ´ xmq qbm,apym, zq2 “ UN pa´ am, z ´ xmq . (6.14)
We then obtainÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq “ σ2pm´2qN
ÿ
0ăb1ăa2ďb2ă...ăamăaďN
y1,x2,...,ym´1,xm,zPZ2
UN pb1, y1q ¨
¨
m´1ź
i“2
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
(6.15)
¨
!
qbm´2,ampym´2, xmq qbm´1,ampym´1, xmqUN pa´ am, z ´ xmq
)
qbm´1,apym´1, zq.
If we rename ym :“ z and bm :“ a, then we see that (6.15) differs from (6.8) only for the
factor σ2pm´2qN (instead of σ
2pm´1q
N ) and for the presence of the last kernel qbm´1,apym´1, zq “
qbm´1,bmpym´1, ymq. The latter can be estimated using (1.8):
qbm´1,apym´1, zq ď cbm ´ bm´1 ď
ca
bm ´ bm´1
(6.16)
for some suitable constant c. As in (6.9), we first sum out the spatial variables, gettingÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq ď cm σ2pm´2qN
ÿ
0ăb1ăa2ďb2ă...
...ăamďbmăN
UN pb1q
mź
i“2
UN pbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q 1abm ´ bm´1 .
Then we set u1 :“ b1 and ui :“ ai´ bi´1, vi :“ bi´ ai for 2 ď i ď m, which allows to bound
ai ´ bi´2 ě ui ` ui´1 for i ě 2, as well as bm ´ bm´1 ě um. Then, for λ ą 0, we insert the
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factor eλ
śm
i“2 e´λp
vi
N
q ą 1 and, by (5.37), we obtain the following analogue of (6.10):ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq ď cm eλ plogNq
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘m´1 ¨
¨
#
Nÿ
u1“1
UN pu1q
ÿ
0ău2,...,umăN
mź
i“2
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
1?
um
+
,
(6.17)
where the extra logN comes from having σ2pm´2qN instead of σ
2pm´1q
N (by (1.14) and (1.10)).
We now switch to macroscopic variables, replacing ui by Nui, with ui P 1NZ X p0, 1q,
and bound UN pNu1q ď c1 logNN Gˆϑpu1q since u1 ą 0, by (2.21) and (2.25). We then replace
the Riemann sum in brackets by the corresponding integrals, similar to (6.11), with an
important difference (for later purposes): since ui P 1NZ and ui ą 0, we can restrict the
integration on ui ě 1N (possibly enlarging the value of c). This leads toÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq ď plogNq eλ cm
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘m´1 ¨
¨ logN?
N
# ż
1
N
ďu1,u2,...,umă1
Gˆϑpu1q
˜
mź
i“2
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
¸
1?
um
d~u
+
,
(6.18)
where the factor logN?
N
comes from the estimate on UN pNu1q and from the last kernel 1{?um.
If we define pφpkqp¨q as the following modification of (5.11):
pφp0qpuq :“ 1?
u
, and for k ě 1: pφpkqpuq :“ ż 1
1
N
1a
sps` uq
pφpk´1qpsq ds , (6.19)
then, recalling (5.12), we can rewrite (6.18) as follows:ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pw, zq ď eλ cm
plogNq2?
N
pCλ,N qm´1
ż 1
1
N
Gˆϑpuq pφpm´1qpuq du ,
where we set Cλ,N :“ 1logN ` Cλ “ 1logN ` cϑ2`log λ .
(6.20)
Similar to Lemma 5.4, we have the following bound on pφpkq, that we prove later.
Lemma 6.2. For all k P N, the function pφpkqpvq is decreasing on p0, 1q, and satisfies
pφpkqpuq ď 32k kÿ
i“0
1
2i i!
`
logpe2Nuq˘i?
u
ď 32k e?N , @u P ` 1N , 1˘. (6.21)
We need to estimate the integral in (6.20), when we plug in the bound (6.21). We first
consider the contribution from u ă 1?
N
. In this case Gˆϑpuq ď 4cϑplogNq2 1u , see (2.25), henceż 1?
N
1
N
Gˆϑpuq
`
logpe2Nuq˘i?
u
du ď 4cϑplogNq2
ż 1?
N
1
N
`
logpe2Nuq˘i
u
3
2
du
ď 4ecϑ
?
N
plogNq2
ż 8
1
`
logw
˘i
w
3
2
dw “ 8ecϑ
?
N
plogNq2
ż 8
0
2isie´sds “ C
?
N
plogNq2 2
i i! ,
(6.22)
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where we first made the change of variables e2Nu “ w, and then w “ e2s, and denote
C “ 8ecϑ for short. Then it follows by (6.21) thatż 1?
N
1
N
Gˆϑpuq pφpm´1qpuqdu ď C 32mm ?NplogNq2looooomooooon
Am,N
.
We then consider the contribution from u ě 1?
N
. Since Gˆϑpuq ď cϑu , we haveż 1
1?
N
Gˆϑpuq
`
logpe2Nuq˘i?
u
du ď cϑ
`
logpe2Nq˘i ż 1
1?
N
1
u3{2
du “ 2cϑN 14
`
logpe2Nq˘i ,
hence by (6.21)ż 1
1?
N
Gˆϑpuq pφpm´1qpuqdu ď C 32mN 14 m´2ÿ
i“0
1
2i i!
`
logpe2Nq˘ilooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
Bm,N
.
By (6.13) and (6.20), we finally see thatÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a pw, zq ď 3
ÿ
mě2
2m´1 eλ cm plogNq
2
?
N
pCλ,N qm´1C 32m
 
Am,N ` Bm,N
(
ď C 1 eλ
# ÿ
mě2
p64 cCλ,N qm´1m
`
ÿ
mě2
p64 cCλ,N qm´1
ˆplogNq2
N
1
4
m´2ÿ
i“0
1
2i i!
`
logpe2Nq˘i˙+ ,
with C 1 :“ 3 ¨ 32c. If we fix λ large enough, then for large N we have 64 cCN,λ ă 1 (recall
(6.20)), then the first sum in the RHS is finite, in agreement with our goal (6.3). Concerning
the second sum, we can estimate it by
ď plogNq
2
N
1
4
ÿ
iě0
1
2i i!
`
logpe2Nq˘i ÿ
měi`2
p64 cCλ,N qm´1
ď plogNq
2
N
1
4
ÿ
iě0
1
2i i!
`
logpe2Nq˘i p64 cCλ,N qi
1´ 64 cCλ,N “
plogNq2
N
1
4
pe2Nq32 cCλ,N
1´ 64 cCλ,N .
If we fix λ large enough, then for large N we have that the exponent is 32 cCλ,N ă 14 , hence
the last term is op1q as N Ñ8. This completes the proof of (6.3). 
In order to prove Lemma 6.2, we need the following analogue of Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 6.3. For all i P N0 and v P
`
1
N , 1
˘
,ż 1
1
N
`
logpe2Nsqq˘i
s
?
s` v ds ď
2i`1?
v
i!
i`1ÿ
j“0
`
logpe2Nvq˘j
2jj!
. (6.23)
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Proof. We can boundż 1
1
N
`
logpe2Nsqq˘i
s
?
s` v ds ď
1?
v
ż v
1
N
`
logpe2Nsqq˘i
s
dslooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
B
`
ż 1
v
`
logpe2Nsqq˘i
s
?
s
dsloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
A
.
For B, we make the change of variable u “ logpe2Nsq to obtain
B “ 1?
v
ż log e2Nv
2
uidu ď plog e
2Nvqi`1?
vpi` 1q . (6.24)
For A, we make the change of variable y “ 12 log e2Ns and apply (5.25) to obtain
A ď 2i`1e?N
ż 8
1
2
log e2Nv
yie´ydy ď 2i`1e?Ne´ 12 log e2Nv
iÿ
j“0
i!
j!
´1
2
log e2Nv
¯j
. (6.25)
Combined with the bound for B, this gives precisely (6.23). 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We follow the proof of Lemma 5.4. We first show that for all k P N
pφpkqpvq ď 2k?
v
kÿ
i“0
cˆk,i
2i i!
`
logpe2Nvq˘i @v P ´ 1
N
, 1
¯
, (6.26)
for suitable coefficients cˆk,i. For k “ 1, note that by (6.19)
pφp1qpvq “ ż 1
1
N
1a
sps` vq
1?
s
ds ď
ż v
1
N
1?
v
1
s
ds`
ż 1
v
1
s
?
s
ds ď logpe
2Nvq?
v
.
Therefore (6.26) holds for k “ 1 with cˆ1,0 “ 0 and cˆ1,1 “ 1.
Assume that we have established (6.26) up to k ´ 1, then
pφpkqpvq “ ż 1
1
N
1a
sps` vq
pφpk´1qpsqds ď 2k´1 k´1ÿ
i“0
cˆk´1,i
2i i!
ż 1
1
N
`
logpe2Nsq˘i
s
?
s` v ds. (6.27)
Applying Lemma 6.3, we obtain
pφpkqpvq ď 2k´1 k´1ÿ
i“0
cˆk´1,i
2i i!
2i`1?
v
i!
i`1ÿ
j“0
`
logpe2Nvq˘j
2jj!
“ 2
k
?
v
kÿ
j“0
´ k´1ÿ
i“pj´1q`
cˆk´1,i
¯plog e2Nvqj
2jj!
.
This shows that (6.26) holds, provided the coefficients cˆk,i satisfy the recursion
cˆk,j “
k´1ÿ
i“pj´1q`
cˆk´1,i, (6.28)
which differs from the recursion (5.22) for ck,i by a missing factor of 2. Note that cˆ1,1 here is
also only half of c1,1 in (5.19). Therefore we have the identity cˆk,i “ 2´kck,i, and Lemma 5.6
gives the bound cˆk,i ď 16k. Substituting this bound into (6.26) then proves Lemma 6.2. 
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Proof of (6.4). We start from the analogue of (6.5), with qs,aipw, x1q, qs,aipw, x1q replaced
by qNs,aipφ, x1q, qNs,aipφ, x2q. Applying relation (6.14), we can writeÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pφ, zq “ σ2pm´1qN
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ăa2ă...ăamăaďN
x1,y1,x2,y2,...,xm,zPZ2
qN0,a1pφ, x1q2qN0,a2pφ, x2q ¨
¨ UN pb1 ´ a1, y1 ´ x1qqb1,a2py1, x2qUN pb2 ´ a2, y2 ´ x2q ¨ (6.29)
¨
mź
i“3
!
qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiqUN pbi ´ ai, yi ´ xiq
)
qbm´1,apym´1, zq.
We rename ym :“ z, bm :“ a and bound qbm´1,apym´1, zq ď pc
a
bm ´ bm´1q´1, as in (6.16).
Next we sum over the space variables ym, xm, . . . until y3, x3, y2, as in (5.32)-(5.33), which has
the effect of replacing UN pbi´ai, yi´xiq by UN pbi´aiq and qbi´2,aipyi´2, xiq qbi´1,aipyi´1, xiq
by c papai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2qq´1. Then we bound qN0,a2pφ, x2q ď |φ|8, see (2.8), after which
the sum over x2 gives 1, the sum over y1 gives UN pb1´ a1q, and the sum over x1 is bounded
by cN , as in (5.35). This leads to estimate the RHS of (6.29) by
cmN σ
2pm´1q
N
ÿ
0ăa1ďb1ă...
...ăamďbmăN
UN pb1 ´ a1qUN pb2 ´ a2q
mź
i“3
UN pbi ´ aiqapai ´ bi´1qpai ´ bi´2q 1abm ´ bm´1 .
We now set ui :“ ai ´ bi´1 and vi :“ bi ´ ai for 1 ď i ď m, with b0 :“ 0, and bound
ai´ bi´2 ě ui`ui´1, while bm´ bm´1 ě um. Then we insert the factor eλśmi“1 e´λp viN q ą 1,
for λ ą 0, and by (5.37) we bound the last display by
cm eλN plogNq ` 1logN ` Cλ˘m
# ÿ
0ău1,...,umăN
mź
i“3
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
1?
um
+
, (6.30)
which is an analogue of (6.17). The exponent of p 1logN ` Cλq equals m, because we have m
factors UN pbi ´ aiq, and the extra logN comes from having m´ 1 powers of σ2N .
We now switch to macroscopic variables, replacing ui by Nui, with ui P 1NZX p0, 1q, and
replace the Riemann sum in brackets by the corresponding integrals, where as in (6.18) we
restrict the integration on ui ě 1N (possibly enlarging the value of c). This leads toÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pφ, zq ď cm eλN plogNq
`
1
logN ` Cλ
˘m ¨
¨N 32
# ż
1
N
ďu1,u2,...,umă1
˜
mź
i“3
1a
uipui ` ui´1q
¸
1?
um
d~u
+
,
(6.31)
where the factor N
3
2 arises by matching the normalization factor N´m of the Riemann sum
and the term N´pm´2q´ 12 generated by the square roots, when we set ui ù Nui.
Note that the variable u1 does not appear in the function to be integrated in (6.31), so
the integral over u1 is at most 1. Recalling the definition (6.19) of pφpkq, we haveÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
I
pN,mq
0,a pφ, zq ď cm eλN
5
2 plogNq ` 1logN ` Cλ˘m ż 11
N
φpm´2qpu2q du2 .
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By Lemma 6.2, we haveż 1
1
N
pφpm´2qpuqdu ď 32m´2 m´2ÿ
i“0
1
2i i!
ż 1
0
plogpe2Nuqqi?
u
du ď 32m´2
m´2ÿ
i“0
plogpe2Nqqi
2ii!
2 .
Therefore, if we set Cλ,N :“ Cλ,N :“ 1logN ` Cλ as in (6.20), recalling (6.5) we getÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a pφ, zq ď 3
ÿ
mě2
2m
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
IN,m0,a pφ, zq
ď 3 eλN 52 plogNq
ÿ
mě2
p64cCλ,N qm
mÿ
i“0
plogpe2Nqqi
2ii!
ď 3 eλN 52 plogNq
ÿ
iě0
plogpe2Nqqi
2ii!
ÿ
měi
p64cCλ,N qm
ď 3 e
λ
1´ 64cCλ,N N
5
2 plogNq
ÿ
iě0
`
32cCλ,N logpe2Nq
˘i
i!
“ 3 e
λ
1´ 64cCλ,N N
5
2 plogNq pe2Nq32cCλ,N .
Given ε ą 0 we can fix λ large so that 32cCλ ă ε2 . Then we have Cλ,N “ 1logN ` Cλ ă 23ε
for large N . This concludes the proof of (6.4). 
7. Bounds on triple intersections
In this section, we prove Proposition 4.3. First we derive a representation for MN,Ts,t pφ, ψq,
which denotes the sum in (4.3) restricted to AXB XC ‰ H (recall (4.4)).
We denote by D “ pD1, . . . , D|D|q :“ A XB XC, with Di “ pdi, wiq, the locations of
the triple intersections. If we fix two consecutive triple intersections, say Di´1 “ pa,wq and
Di “ pb, zq, the contribution to (4.3) is given by
E
“`
ZN,βNa,b pw, zq
˘3‰´MN,Ta,b pw, zq ,
where MN,Ta,b pw, zq is defined in (6.1), together with MN,Ta,b pφ, zq and MN,Ta,b pw,ψq. Then we
obtain from (4.3) the following representation for MN,Ts,t pφ, ψq (where Erξ3s :“ Erξ3n,zs):
MN,Ts,t pφ, ψq :“ 1N3
ÿ
DĎts`1,...,t´1uˆZ2
|D|ě1
Erξ3s|D|
´
E
“`
ZN,βNs,d1 pφ,w1q
˘3‰´MN,Ts,d1 pφ,w1q¯ ¨
¨
|D|ź
i“2
´
E
“`
ZN,βNdi´1,dipwi´1, wiq
˘3‰´MN,Tdi´1,dipwi´1, wiq¯ ¨
¨
´
E
“`
ZN,βNd|D|,tpw|D|, ψq
˘3‰´MN,Td|D|,tpw|D|, ψq¯ .
(7.1)
To prove Proposition 4.3 we may assume t “ 1, by Remark 1.3, and also φ ě 0, ψ ě 0
(otherwise just replace φ by |φ| and ψ by |ψ| to obtain upper bounds). If we rename
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pd1, w1q “ pa, xq and pd|D|, w|D|q “ pb, yq in (7.1), we get the upper bound
|MN,T0,N pφ, ψq| ď |Erξ3s| ¨
1
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
´
E
“`
ZN,βN0,a pφ, xq
˘3‰´MN,T0,a pφ, xq¯loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
AN
¨
´ 8ÿ
n“0
%nN
¯
¨ sup
1ďbďN
yPZ2
´
E
“`
ZN,βNb,N py, ψq
˘3‰´MN,Tb,N py, ψq¯looooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
BN
,
(7.2)
where we set
%N :“ |Erξ3s|
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
´
E
“`
ZN,βN0,a p0, zq
˘3‰´MN,T0,a p0, zq¯ . (7.3)
Note that Erξ3s actually depends on N , and vanishes as N Ñ8. Indeed, recalling that
ξn,z “ eβNωn,z´λpβN q ´ 1 and λpβq “ 12β2 `Opβ3q as β Ñ 0, see (2.10) and (1.1), we have
Erξ3s “ eλp3βN q´3λpβN q ´ 3 eλp2βN q´2λpβN q ` 2 “ Opβ3N q “ O
`plogNq´ 32 ˘ , (7.4)
where the last equality holds by (1.14) and (1.10).
Then, to prove Proposition 4.3, by the bound (7.2) it would suffice to show that
lim sup
NÑ8
AN ¨BN ă 8 and lim sup
NÑ8
%N ă 1 ,
so that the series
ř8
n“0 %nN “ p1´ %N q´1 is bounded. We are going to prove the following
stronger result, which implies the bound |MN,T0,N pφ, ψq| “ opN´1{2`ηq, for any fixed η ą 0.
Lemma 7.1. The following relations hold as N Ñ8, for any fixed ε ą 0:
(a) AN “ opN ε´1{2q;
(b) BN “ opN εq;
(c) %N “ OpplogNq´1{2q.
Before the proof, we recall that E
“`
ZN,βNa,b p˚, :q´qNa,bp˚, :q
˘3‰ “MN,Ta,b p˚, :q`MN,NTa,b p˚, :q,
for any ˚ P tw, φu, : P tz, ψu, hence
E
“`
ZN,βNa,b p˚, :q
˘3‰´MN,Ta,b p˚, :q
“ qNa,bp˚, :q3 ` 3 qNa,bp˚, :q Var
`
ZN,βNa,b p˚, :q
˘`MN,NTa,b p˚, :q. (7.5)
Also note that MN,NTa,b p˚, :q ě 0, see (4.3) and (6.5).
Proof of Lemma 7.1. We first prove point (b). By definition, see (2.7),
qNb,N py, ψq “
ÿ
zPZ2
qN´bpz ´ yqψ
`
z?
N
˘ ď |ψ|8.
If we replace ψ by the constant 1 in the averaged partition function ZN,βNb,N py, ψq we obtain
the point-to-plane partition function ZβNN´bpyq, see (2.4) and (1.4). Then, by (1.32),
Var
`
ZN,βNb,N py, ψq
˘ ď E“ZN,βNb,N py, ψq2‰ ď |ψ|28 E“ZβNN´bpyq2‰ “ OplogNq . (7.6)
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Lastly, by (6.2), we have
MN,NTb,N py, ψq “ OpN εq .
It suffices to plug these estimates into (7.5) with ˚ “ y, : “ ψ and point (b) follows.
Next we prove point (a). First note that
1
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
qN0,apφ, xq3 “ 1N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
´ ÿ
yPZ2
φ
`
y?
N
˘
qapx´ yq
¯3
ď |φ|
28
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
ÿ
yPZ2
qapx´ yqφ
`
y?
N
˘ “ |φ|28
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
ÿ
yPZ2
φ
`
y?
N
˘
“ |φ|
28
N
ÿ
yPZ2
1
N
φ
`
y?
N
˘ “ O´ 1
N
¯
,
where the last sum converges to
ş
φpxqdx by Riemann sum approximation. Next note that
we can bound Var
`
ZN,βN0,a pφ, xq
˘ ď |φ|28 ErZβNa pxq2s “ OplogNq, arguing as in (7.6), hence
1
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
qN0,apφ, xqVar
`
ZN,βN0,a pφ, xq
˘ ď 1
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
x,yPZ2
φ
`
y?
N
˘
qapx´ yqOplogNq
“ 1
N
OplogNq
ÿ
yPZ2
1
N
φ
`
y?
N
˘ “ O´ logN
N
¯
.
Lastly, by (6.4), we have
1
N3
ÿ
1ďaďN
xPZ2
MN,NT0,a pφ, xq “ OpN ε´
1
2 q.
Plugging these estimates into (7.5) with ˚ “ φ and : “ x, point (a) follows.
We finally prove point (c). By the local limit theorem (1.8) we have qapxq ď ca for some
c ă 8, uniformly in a P N and x P Z2. Therefore, recalling (7.4), we have
Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
qN0,ap0, zq3 ď Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
c2
a2
qapzq “ Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
c2
a2
“ OpplogNq´3{2q .
Next we bound Var
`
ZβN0,a p0, zq
˘ ď σ´2N UN pa, zq, see (2.15), and note thatÿ
zPZ2
UN pa, zq “ UN paq ď C cϑ logN
a logpe2N{aq ,
by (2.18), (2.20) and (2.25). Bounding qapxq ď ca and σ´2N “ OplogNq, see (1.14) and (1.10),
we obtain
Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
qN0,ap0, zqVar
`
ZN,βN0,a p0, zq
˘ ď c1 Erξ3s ÿ
1ďaďN
1
a2
plogNq2
logpe2N{aq .
For a ď ?N we can bound logpe2N{aq ě logpe2?Nq ě 12 logN , while for
?
N ă a ď N
we can simply bound logpe2N{aq ě log e2 “ 2. This shows that the last sum is uniformly
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bounded, since
ř
aě1
2 logN
a2
`řaą?N plogNq22 a2 “ OplogNq `Op plogNq2?N q. We thus obtain
Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
qN0,ap0, zqVar
`
ZN,βN0,a p0, zq
˘ “ O`Erξ3s logN˘ “ O`plogNq´1{2˘ .
Lastly, by (6.3), we also have
Erξ3s
ÿ
1ďaďN
zPZ2
MN,NT0,a p0, zq “ Erξ3sOp1q “ O
`plogNq´3{2˘ .
If we plug the previous bounds into (7.5) with ˚ “ 0 and : “ z, point (c) is proved. 
8. Proof for the stochastic heat equation
In this section we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 on the variance and third moment of the
solution to the stochastic heat equation.
We first give a useful representation of uεpt, φq :“ şR2 φpxquεpt, xq dx. By a Feynman-Kac
representation and the definition of the Wick exponential (see [CSZ17b] for details), it
follows that uεpt, φq is equal in distribution to the Wiener chaos expansion
uεpt, φq d“
ż
R2
φpxq dx`
ÿ
rě1
βrε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăε´2t
ż
pR2qr
rź
i“1
W pdti dxiq ¨
¨
"ż
R2
dx ε2φpεxq
ż
pR2qr
rź
i“1
gti´ti´1pxˆi´1, xˆiq jpxˆi ´ xiqdxˆi
*
(8.1)
with the convention that t0 :“ 0 and xˆ0 “ x.
Expression (8.1) is the starting point to prove both Theorems 1.7 and 1.9. To analyze this
expression, we first need to extend the renewal theory framework, described in Subsections 1.3
and 2.2, to continuum distributions. The key results, described in the next subsection, are
analogous to those obtained in the discrete setting, see [CSZ18, Remark 1.7].
8.1. Renewal framework. Fix a continuous function r : r0,8q Ñ p0,8q such that†
rptq “ 1
4pit
`
1` op1q˘ as tÑ8 . (8.2)
For ε ą 0, we consider i.i.d. random variables `T εi ˘iě1 with density
PpT εi P dtq “ rptqRε 1r0,ε´2sptqdt , (8.3)
where Rε :“
şε´2
0 rptq dt is the normalization constant. Note that T ε1 `. . .`T εk is a continuum
analogue of τ pNqk in (1.43), see (1.41)-(1.42), with the identification N “ ε´2.
Let us quote some relevant results from [CSZ18] that will be needed in the sequel.
‚ By [CSZ18, Proposition 1.3], we have the convergence in distribution´
ε2
`T ε1 ` . . .` T εts log ε´2u˘¯
sě0
dÝÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0 pYsqsě0 , (8.4)
where pYsqsě0 is the Dickman subordinator, whose marginal density is given by (1.45).
†The precise constant 4pi in (8.2) is the one relevant for us, but any other positive constant would do.
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‚ By [CSZ18, Lemma 6.1], the following large deviations bound holds, with c P p0, 1q:
P
`T ε1 ` . . .` T εts log ε´2u ď ε´2˘ ď es´cs log s , @ε P p0, 1q, @s P r0,8q . (8.5)
Let us now take λε such that
λε :“ 1` ϑ
log ε´2
`
1` op1q˘ , for some ϑ P R . (8.6)
Then it follows by Riemann sum approximation (set r “ s log ε´2) that for all T P r0, 1s
1
log ε´2
ÿ
rě1
λrε P
`T ε1 ` . . .` T εr ď ε´2T ˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
ż 8
0
eϑu PpYu ď T q du . (8.7)
This relation will play a crucial role. We now list some approximations that we can make
in the left hand side of (8.7), without affecting the convergence.
(1) We can restrict the sum to r ď K log ε´2, for large K ą 0. Indeed, it is easily seen
by (8.5) and (8.6) that the contribution of r ą K log ε´2 to the sum in (8.7) is small,
uniformly in ε, for K large.
(2) We can restrict the probability to the event “there are no consecutive short increments”,
where we say that an increment T εi is short if and only if T εi ď plog ε´2q2. Indeed, the
probability that an increment is short is, by (8.2)-(8.3),
pε :“ P
`T εi ď plog ε´2q2˘ “ şplog ε´2q20 rptqdtşε´2
0 rptq dt
“ O
ˆ
logplog ε´2q
log ε´2
˙
, (8.8)
hence the probability of having two consecutive short increments among T ε1 , . . . , T εr is
P
˜
r´1ď
i“1
 T εi ď plog ε´2q2, T εi`1 ď plog ε´2q2(
¸
ď r p2ε ď O
ˆ
r
`
logplog ε´2q˘2
plog ε´2q2
˙
,
which vanishes as εÑ 0, when we restrict to r ď K log ε´2.
(3) We can further restrict the probability to the event “the first increment T ε1 is long, i.e.
not short”, simply because pε Ñ 0 as εÑ 0, see (8.8).
8.2. Proof of Theorem 1.7. It follows from the expansion (8.1) that Eruεpt, φqs “ş
R2 φpxq dx and that the variance of uεpt, φq is given by
Var
`
uεpt, φq˘ “ ε4 ż
R2ˆR2
φpεxˆqφpεx˜q Kεt pxˆ, x˜q dxˆ dx˜ (8.9)
where, using the conventions xˆ0 “ xˆ, x˜0 “ x˜ and ~t “ pt1, . . . , trq, we define
Kεt pxˆ, x˜q :“
ÿ
rě1
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăε´2t
d~t
ż
pR2qr
rź
i“1
dxi
ż
pR2q2r
rź
i“1
dxˆi dx˜i
¨
rź
i“1
gti´ti´1pxˆi´1, xˆiq gti´ti´1px˜i´1, x˜iq jpxˆi ´ xiq jpx˜i ´ xiq
“
ÿ
rě1
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăε´2t
d~t
ż
pR2q2r
rź
i“1
dxˆi dx˜i
¨
rź
i“1
gti´ti´1pxˆi´1, xˆiq gti´ti´1px˜i´1, x˜iq Jpxˆi ´ x˜iq ,
(8.10)
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where the second equality holds because jp´xq “ jpxq and we recall that J “ j ˚ j.
We now exploit the identity
gtpxq gtpyq “ 4 g2tpx´ yq g2tpx` yq . (8.11)
If we set xˆi ´ x˜i “: zi and xˆi ` x˜i “ wi and take into account that the Jacobian of the
transformation px, yq ÞÑ px´ y, x` yq on pR2q2 equals 1{4, we obtain, with z0 “ xˆ´ x˜,
Kεt pxˆ, x˜q “
ÿ
rě1
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăε´2t
d~t
ż
pR2q2r
d~z d~w
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpwi ´ wi´1q g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq
“
ÿ
rě1
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăε´2t
d~t
ż
pR2qr
d~z
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq .
(8.12)
Note that variables zi with i ě 1 lie in supppJq, which is a compact subset of R2, while
z0 “ xˆ´ x˜ is of order ε´1, in view of (8.9). For this reason, it is convenient to isolate the
integrals over t1, z1 and change variable t1 Ñ ε´2t1. Observing that gε´2tpxq “ ε2gtpεxq,
and renaming pt1, z1q as ps, zq, we obtain
Kεt pxˆ, x˜q “
ż t
0
ds
ż
R2
dz g2s
`
εpz ´ pxˆ´ x˜qq˘ JpzqKεt´spzq , (8.13)
where we define the new kernel KεT pzq as follows:
KεT pzq :“
ÿ
rě0
β2pr`1qε
ż
0ăt1ă...ătrăε´2T
d~t
ż
pR2qr
d~z
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq , (8.14)
where z0 :“ z and we agree that for r “ 0 the integrals equal 1.
This key expression will be analyzed using renewal theory. Note that by (1.9)
g2tpy ´ xq “ 1
4pit
`O
ˆ
1
t2
˙
as tÑ8 , uniformly in x, y P supppJq , (8.15)
so the dependence on the space variables zi in (8.14) should decouple. We can make this
precise using the approximations described in Subsection 8.1. We proceed in three steps.
Step 1: First approximation. Note that βε, see (1.35), may be rewritten as follows:
β2ε “ 4pilog ε´2 `
4%` op1q
plog ε´2q2 . (8.16)
We first obtain a domination of KεT pzq by a renewal quantity. Let us define
r¯ptq :“ sup
z1PsupppJq
ż
R2
g2tpz ´ z1q Jpzqdz . (8.17)
Note that r¯ptq “ 14pit `Op 1t2 q as tÑ8, thanks to (8.15), hence
R¯ε “
ż ε´2
0
r¯ptq dt “ 1
4pi
log ε´2 `Op1q as εÑ 0 . (8.18)
If we denote by pT¯ εi qiPN i.i.d. random variables defined as in (8.3), more precisely
PpT¯ εi P dtq “ r¯ptqR¯ε 1r0,ε´2sptqdt , (8.19)
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we can bound KεT pzq from above for T ď 1, uniformly in z P supppJq, as follows:
sup
zPsupppJq
KεT pzq ď β2ε
ÿ
rě0
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă...ătrăε´2T
rź
i“1
r¯pti ´ ti´1qd~t
“ β2ε
ÿ
rě0
pβ2ε R¯εqr PpT¯ ε1 ` . . .` T¯ εr ă ε´2T q
ď c1
log ε´2
ÿ
rě0
`
1` c2
log ε´2
˘r
PpT¯ ε1 ` . . .` T¯ εr ă ε´2T q ,
(8.20)
where the last inequality holds by (8.16) and (8.18), for suitable c1, c2 P p0,8q.
The last line of (8.20) is comparable to the left hand side of (8.7), so we can apply the
approximations (1)-(3) described in Subsection 8.1. In terms of KεT pzq, see (8.14), these
approximations correspond to restricting the sum to r ď K log ε´2 for a large constant
K ą 0, by (1), and to restricting the integral over ~t to the following set, by (2)-(3):
IεT :“
 
0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tr ă ε´2 T : t1 ą plog ε´1q2 and, for every 1 ď i ď r ´ 1,
either ti ´ ti´1 ą plog ε´2q2 or ti`1 ´ ti ą plog ε´2q2
(
.
(8.21)
Summarizing, when we send εÑ 0 followed by K Ñ8, we can write
KεT pzq “ K˜εT,Kpzq ` op1q uniformly for z P supppJq , (8.22)
where we define, with t0 :“ 0 and z0 :“ z,
K˜
ε
T,Kpzq :“
K log ε´2ÿ
r“0
β2pr`1qε
ż
IεT
d~t
ż
pR2qr
d~z
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq . (8.23)
Step 2: Second approximation. Given r P N, let us denote by Sε and Lε the subsets of
indexes i P t1, . . . , ru corresponding to short and long increments:
Sε :“ ti P t1, . . . , ru : ti ´ ti´1 ď plog ε´2q2u ,
Lε :“ ti P t1, . . . , ru : ti ´ ti´1 ą plog ε´2q2u .
We can then decompose the last product in (8.23) as follows:
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq “
ź
iPSε
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q
ź
iPLε
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q
rź
i“1
Jpziq .
We now make replacements and integrations, in order to simplify this expression.
For each i P Lε we replace g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q by rpti ´ ti´1q, where we set
rptq :“ xJ, g2t Jy :“
ż
R2
ż
R2
Jpxqg2tpx´ yqJpyq dx dy . (8.24)
The error from each such replacement is exp
 
O
`plog ε´1q´2˘(, since one easily sees that
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q “ g2pti´ti´1qpx ´ yq exp
 
O
`pti ´ ti´1q´1˘( and we have ti ´ ti´1 ą
plog ε´2q2 (recall that x´ y and zi`1 ´ zi are in the support of J , which is compact). Since
we are restricted to r ď K log ε´2, see (8.23), we have |Lε| ď K log ε´2, hence the total error
from all these replacements is exp
 
O
`plog ε´1q´1˘( “ p1` op1qq. We have shown that
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq “
`
1` op1q˘ ź
iPSε
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q
ź
iPLε
rpti ´ ti´1q
rź
i“1
Jpziq .
We now proceed by integrating successively dzi for i “ r, r ´ 1, . . . , 1 as follows:
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‚ for i P Lε the integral over dzi amounts to
ş
R2 Jpziqdzi “ 1;
‚ for i P Sε we integrate both dzi´1 and dzi which gives, see (8.24),ż
pR2q2
Jpziq g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziqdzi´1 dzi “ xJ, g2pti´ti´1qJy “ rpti ´ ti´1q ,
This sequence of integrations is consistent, i.e. it does not result to integrating a variable dzi
twice, because on the set IεT , see (8.23) and (8.21), there are not two consecutive indices i
in Sε. Therefore, uniformly for r ď K log ε´2, we have shown thatż
pR2qr
d~z
rź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq “
`
1` op1q˘ rź
i“1
rpti ´ ti´1q . (8.25)
Note that rptq “ 14pit ` Op 1t2 q, by (8.24) and (8.15), so we can consider i.i.d. random
variables T εi with law (8.3). When we plug (8.25) into (8.23), the approximations (1)-(3)
described in Subsection 8.1 show that we can remove the restrictions r ď K log ε´2 on the
sum and ~t P IεT on the integral. Recalling (8.22), we have finally shown that as εÑ 0
KεT pzq “
`
1` op1q˘ KˆεT ` op1q uniformly for z P supppJq , (8.26)
where, recalling (8.16), we define
Kˆ
ε
T :“ β2ε
ÿ
rě0
β2rε
ż
0ăt1ă...ătrăε´2T
rź
i“1
rpti ´ ti´1qd~t
“ `4pi ` op1q˘ 1
log ε´2
ÿ
rě0
pβ2ε Rεqr PpT ε1 ` . . .` T εr ă ε´2T q .
(8.27)
Step 3: Variance computation. We can finally complete the proof of Theorem 1.7, by
proving relation (1.37). Assume that we have shown that, for some ϑ P R,
β2ε Rε “ 1` ϑlog ε´2
`
1` op1q˘ . (8.28)
Then, by (8.7) and (8.27), we can write
lim
εÑ0 Kˆ
ε
T “ 4pi
ż 8
0
eϑu PpYu ď T q du , (8.29)
and the convergence is uniform in T P r0, 1s (because both sides are increasing and the right
hand side is continuous in T ). Looking back at (8.9), (8.13) and (8.26), after the change of
variables xˆ, x˜Ñ ε´1xˆ, ε´1x˜, we obtain
Var
`
uεpt, φq˘ “ `1` op1q˘ ż
R2ˆR2
dxˆ dx˜ φpxˆqφpx˜q
¨
ż t
0
ds
ż
R2
dz g2s
`
εz ´ pxˆ´ x˜q˘ Jpzq Kˆεt´s ` op1q .
Recalling (8.29), since
ş
R2 Jpzqdz “ 1, we have shown that
lim
εÑ0Var
`
uεpt, φq˘ “ ż
R2ˆR2
dxˆ dx˜ φpxˆqφpx˜qQpxˆ´ x˜q ,
where
Qpxq :“ 4pi
ż t
0
ds g2spxq
ż 8
0
eϑu PpYu ď t´ sqdu .
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Recalling that fsp¨q denotes the density of Ys, see (1.45), and using the definition (1.18) of
Gϑp¨q, we can rewrite Qpxq as follows:
Qpxq “ 4pi
ż t
0
ds g2spxq
ż 8
0
eϑu
ˆż t´s
0
fuprq dr
˙
du
“ 4pi
ż t
0
ds g2spxq
ż t´s
0
Gϑprqdr “ 4pi
ż
0ăsăvăt
g2spxqGϑpv ´ sq ds dv
“ 2pi
ż
0ăsăvăt
gspx{
?
2qGϑpv ´ sq dsdv .
A look at (1.20) shows that Qpxq “ 2Kt,ϑpx{
?
2q, hence relation (1.37) is proved.
It only remains to prove (8.28) and to identify ϑ. Note that by (1.9)ż ε´2
0
g2tpx´ yq dt “ 1
4pi
ż ε´2
0
e´
|x´y|2
4t
t
dt “ 1
4pi
ż 8
ε2|x´y|2
4
e´u
u
du
Using the following representation of the Euler-Mascheroni constant:ż 8
0
ˆ
1
tpt` 1q ´
e´t
t
˙
dt “ γ ,
see [GR07, Entry 8.367 (9), page 906], and sinceż 8
a
1
tpt` 1q dt “
ż 8
a
ˆ
1
t
´ 1
t` 1
˙
dt “ logp1` a´1q ,
we see that as εÑ 0,ż ε´2
0
g2tpx´ yqdt “ 1
4pi
"
log
ˆ
1` 4
ε2|x´ y|2
˙
´ γ ` op1q
*
.
Recalling the definition (8.24) of rptq, we have
Rε :“
ż ε´2
0
rptqdt “
ż
pR2q2
JpxqJpyq
ż ε´2
0
g2tpx´ yqdt dxdy
“ 1
4pi
"
log ε´2 ` log 4` 2
ż
R2
ż
R2
Jpxq log 1|x´ y| Jpyqdx dy ´ γ ` op1q
*
.
Finally, recalling (8.16), we obtain
β2ε Rε “ 1`
log 4` 2 şR2 şR2 Jpxq log 1|x´y| Jpyqdx dy ´ γ ` %{pi
log ε´2
`
1` op1q˘ .
This shows that (8.28) holds, with the expression in (1.38) for ϑ. 
8.3. Proof of Theorem 1.9. We use the expansion (8.1) to evaluate
E
”´
uεpt, φq ´ şR2 φpxq dx¯3ı . (8.30)
We are going to expand the third power and compute the expectation, which amounts to
“pairwise matchings” of the instances of the noise W pdti dxiq (note that “triple matchings”
are automatically ruled out, because Gaussians have vanishing third moment). This will
lead to an expression, see (8.39) below, which is similar to the one we found for the directed
polymer, cf. (5.2), with some additional complications due to the continuous setting.
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p0, z1q
p0, z3q pti, x˜iq
pti, xˆiqp0, z2q
Figure 2. Diagramatic representation of the expansion (8.39) of the third
moment of the solution of SHE. Due to the space-mollification of the noise,
we have non trivial correlations between space-time points pti, xˆiq and pti, x˜iq
— which intuitively belong to two copies of the continuum polymer path, i.e.
Brownian motion — only when xˆi ´ x˜i is in the support of Jp¨q. This is
slightly different from the lattice case, cf. the corresponding expansion (5.2)
for the directed polymer, where non trivial correlations occur only if xˆi “ x˜i,
i.e. two copies of the polymer exactly meet. The disks represent the support
of Jp¨q and should be understood as disks in space R2 (we drew them in
space-time for graphical clarity). An array of consecutive disks represents the
quantity Uεps, t;x,yq in (8.31), with ps,xq and pt,yq corresponding to space
time location of the points inside the first and the last disk in a sequence.
They are the analogues of the wiggled lines in Figure 1.
Before entering the technical details, let us give the heuristic picture, which is represented
in Figure 2. When taking the third power of the expansion (8.1), we have three sets of
coordinates, that we may label a, b, c, that have to match in pairs. Each matching can be of
three types ab, bc, ac, and we say that consecutive matching of the same type form a stretch.
The contribution of each stretch is encoded by a quantity Uεps, t;x,yq.
The rest of the proof is divided in two steps.
‚ In the first step, we define the single-stretch quantity Uεps, t;x,yq and we provide
some key estimates on it, based on local renewal theorems obtained in [CSZ18].
‚ In the second step, we express the centered third moment (8.30) as a sum over the
contributions of stretches, see (8.39). We then derive the asymptotic behavior of this
expression and show that it is bounded, completing the proof of Theorem 1.9.
Step 1: Single stretch. We introduce a quantity Uεps, t;x,yq which is an analogue of
UN pt´ s, y´xq in the discrete setting, see (2.15), linked to the point-to-point variance. Due
to the presence of the mollifier, the space variables are couples x “ pxˆ, x˜q,y “ pyˆ, y˜q P pR2q2.
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Here is the definition:
Uεps, t;x,yq :“ β2ε gt´spxˆ, yˆq gt´spx˜, y˜q Jpyˆ ´ y˜q
` β2ε
ÿ
rě1
β2rε
ż
săt1ă¨¨¨ătrăt
rź
i“1
dti
ż
pR2q2r
rź
i“1
dzˆi dz˜i
¨ gt1´spxˆ, zˆ1q gt1´spx˜, z˜1q Jpzˆ1 ´ z˜1q ¨
¨
rź
i“2
gti´ti´1pzˆi´1, zˆiq gti´ti´1pz˜i´1, z˜iq Jpzˆi ´ z˜iq ¨
¨ gt´trpzˆr, yˆq gt´trpz˜r, y˜q Jpyˆ ´ y˜q ,
(8.31)
where we recall that J “ j ˚ j and we agree that the product equals 1 for r “ 1.
Let us now evaluate
ş
pR2q2 Uεps, t;x,yq dy. We use the identity (8.11) and make the change
of variables wi :“ zˆi` z˜i, zi :“ zˆi´ z˜i for i “ 1, . . . , r, as well as wr`1 :“ yˆ` y˜, zr`1 :“ yˆ´ y˜.
Integrating out all the wi’s for i “ r ` 1, r, . . . , 1, as we did in (8.10)-(8.12), we obtainż
pR2q2
Uεps, t;x,yqdy “ β2ε
ÿ
rě0
β2rε
ż
săt1ă¨¨¨ătrăt
rź
i“1
dti
ż
pR2qr`1
r`1ź
i“1
dzi
¨ g2pt1´sq
`
z1 ´ pxˆ´ x˜q
˘
Jpz1q ¨
¨
r`1ź
i“2
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq ,
(8.32)
where we set tr`1 :“ t. We can rewrite this relation more compactly as follows:ż
pR2q2
Uεps, t;x,yq dy “ U εpt´ s; xˆ´ x˜q , (8.33)
where we set, with t0 :“ 0 and z0 :“ z,
U εpt; zq :“
ÿ
rě0
β2pr`1qε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăt
d~t
ż
pR2qr`1
d~z
r`1ź
i“1
g2pti´ti´1qpzi ´ zi´1q Jpziq . (8.34)
Note that U εpt; zq looks similar to Kεt pzq, see (8.14), with an important difference: the
product in (8.34) includes one more term i “ r ` 1. This extra term makes U εpt; zq close to
a local renewal function, as we now explain.
Since we content ourselves with an upper bound, recalling the definition (8.17) of r¯ptq,
we can estimate
sup
zPsupppJq
U εpt; zq ď
ÿ
rě0
β2pr`1qε
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătrăt
d~t
r`1ź
i“1
r¯pti ´ ti´1q . (8.35)
Let us introduce i.i.d. random variables pT¯ εi qiPN as in (8.19), and denote by f¯ εkptq the density
of the associated random walk:
f¯ εkptq :“
PpT¯ ε1 ` . . .` T¯ εk P dtq
dt
.
We can then rewrite (8.35) as follows:
sup
zPsupppJq
U εpt; zq ď
ÿ
rě0
λr`1ε f¯ εr`1ptq , where λε :“ β2ε R¯ε . (8.36)
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The right hand side can be viewed as a (weighted) renewal function: it is the continuum
version of the quantity UN pnq in (2.18) (with the usual identification N “ ε´2). We already
remarked that λε “ 1 ` Op 1log ε´2 q, by (8.16) and (8.18). Proposition 2.1 holds in this
continuum setting [CSZ18, Remark 1.7], hence by the analogue of relation (2.21) we get
sup
zPsupppJq
U εpt; zq ď C log ε
´2
ε´2 Gϑpε
2tq . (8.37)
In conclusion, by (8.33), we have proved the crucial upper bound
sup
xPpR2q2: xˆ´x˜ P supppJq
ż
pR2q2
Uεps, t;x,yqdy ď C ε2 log ε´2Gϑpε2pt´ sqq . (8.38)
Step 2: Third moment computation. We expand the third power in (8.30) using the
Wiener chaos representation (8.1). We then compute the expectation, which forces pairwise
matchings of the instances of the noise W pdti dxiq. Sinceż
R2
jpxˆi ´ xiq jpx˜i ´ xiq dxi “ Jpxˆi ´ x˜iq ,
we obtain the following expression (analogous to the directed polymer case, see (5.2)), where
Uεpai, bi;xi,yiq are the contributions of stretches of consecutive pairwise matchings:
E
”´
uεpt, φq ´ şR2 φpxq dx¯3ı “ ÿ
mě2
3 Ipε,mqt with
Ipε,mqt :“ β2mε
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmăε´2t
x1,y1,...,xm,ym P pR2q2
d~ad~bd~xd~y
ż
pR2q3
dz1 dz2 dz3 ε
6 φpεz1qφpεz2qφpεz3q ¨
¨ ga1pz1, x˜1q ga1pz2, xˆ1q Jpxˆ1 ´ x˜1q Uεpa1, b1;x1,y1q ¨
¨
ÿ
Yˆ1Ptyˆ1,y˜1u
ga2pz3, x˜2q ga2´b1pYˆ1, xˆ2q Jpxˆ2 ´ x˜2q Uεpa2, b2;x2,y2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
ÿ
Yˆi´1Ptyˆi´1,y˜i´1u
Y˜i´2Ptyˆi´2,y˜i´2uztYˆi´2u
gai´bi´1pYˆi´1, xˆiq gai´bi´2pY˜i´2, x˜iq ¨
¨ Jpxˆi ´ x˜iq Uεpai, bi;xi,yiq .
(8.39)
Remark 8.1. This formula looks actually slightly different than the corresponding expansion
for the directed polymer (5.2), for the presence of the sums over Yˆi´1 and Y˜i´2. The reason
is that, each time that two copies of the continuum polymers “spilt” (i.e. at the end of each
stretch) we have to decide which one will meet the unmatched copy and which one will wait
until the next split. But since the two continuum polymers do not match exactly but rather
lie inside the support of Jp¨q, the symmetry that was present in the discrete case is broken.
This gives rise to the sum over Yˆi´1 P tyˆi´1, y˜i´1u and Y˜i´2 P tyˆi´2, y˜i´2uztYˆi´2u.
We estimate Ipε,mqt as follows. We start by integrating ym using (8.38), to getż
pR2q2
Uεpam, bm;xm,ymqdym ď C ε2 log ε´2Gϑpε2pbm ´ amqq ,
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uniformly over the allowed xm. Next we integrate over xˆm and x˜m, to get:ż
pR2q2
dxˆm dx˜m gam´bm´1pYˆm´1, xˆmq gam´bm´2pY˜m´2, x˜mqJpxˆm ´ x˜mq
“ `gam´bm´1 ˚ J ˚ gam´bm´2˘pYˆm´1 ´ Y˜m´2q
“ `g2am´bm´1´bm´2 ˚ J˘pYˆm´1 ´ Yˆm´2q
ď }g2am´bm´1´bm´2 ˚ J}8 ď }g2am´bm´1´bm´2}8
“ 1
2pip2am ´ bm´1 ´ bm´2q ď
1
4pi
apam ´ bm´1q pam ´ bm´2q ,
having used 2xy ď x2 ` y2 in the last equality.
We iterate this procedure for i “ m´ 1,m´ 2, . . . until i “ 3: we can first integrate out
yi and then xˆi and x˜i. This replaces Uεpai, bi;xi,yiq by C ε2 log ε´2Gϑpε2pbi ´ aiqq and
gai´bi´1pYˆi´1, xˆiq gai´bi´2pY˜i´2, x˜iq by p4pi
apai ´ bi´1q pai ´ bi´2qq´1. We also recall that
β2ε ď Cplog ε´2q´1, see (8.16). Looking back at (8.39), we obtain for some C ă 8
Ipε,mqt ď pβ2ε q2 pC ε2qm´2
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmăε´2t
x1,y1,x2,y2 P pR2q2
d~ad~bd~x d~y
ż
pR2q3
dz1 dz2 dz3 ε
6 φpεz1qφpεz2qφpεz3q ¨
¨ ga1pz1, x˜1q ga1pz2, xˆ1q Jpxˆ1 ´ x˜1q Uεpa1, b1;x1,y1q ¨
¨
ÿ
Yˆ1Ptyˆ1,y˜1u
ga2pz3, x˜2q ga2´b1pYˆ1, xˆ2q Jpxˆ2 ´ x˜2q Uεpa2, b2;x2,y2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
Gϑpε2pbi ´ aiqqapam ´ bm´1q pam ´ bm´2q .
We can now conclude with the last bounds.
‚ We integrate out y2, replacing Uεpa2, b2;x2,y2q by C ε2 log ε´2Gϑpε2pb2 ´ a2qq, see
(8.38). Then we bound φpεz3q ď }φ}8 and we integrate out z3 (which makes ga2pz3, x˜2q
disappear) followed by x˜2 and xˆ2 (which make ga2´b1pYˆ1, xˆ2q Jpxˆ2 ´ x˜2q disappear).
‚ We integrate out y1, replacing Uεpa1, b1;x1,y1q by C ε2 log ε´2Gϑpε2pb1 ´ a1qq, see
(8.38). Then we bound φpεz1q ď }φ}8 and we integrate out z1 (which makes ga1pz1, x˜1q
disappear) followed by x˜1 and xˆ1 (which make ga1pz2, xˆ1q Jpxˆ1´ x˜1q disappear). Lastly,
we integrate out z1, which turns the factor ε6 into ε4.
This leads to
Ipε,mqt ď pC ε2qm ε4
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmăε´2t
d~ad~b Gϑpε2pb1 ´ a1qqGϑpε2pb2 ´ a2qq ¨
¨
mź
i“3
Gϑpε2pbi ´ aiqqapam ´ bm´1q pam ´ bm´2q .
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Finally, the change of variables ai Ñ ε´2ai, bi Ñ ε´2bi gives
Ipε,mqt ď Cm
ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
0ăa1ăb1ăa2ăb2ă...ăamăbmăt
d~ad~b Gϑpb1 ´ a1qGϑpb2 ´ a2q ¨
¨
mź
i“3
Gϑpbi ´ aiqapam ´ bm´1q pam ´ bm´2q .
Note that the right hand side, which carries no dependence on ε, coincides for t “ 1 with J pmq
defined in (5.7). We already showed that J pmq decays super-exponentially fast as mÑ8,
see (5.14)-(5.15). Looking at the first line of (8.39), we see that the proof is completed. 
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